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1. Definition, Essentials and Types of a Contract

The Act: Extends to the whole of India | Enacted on 01.09.1872
Prior Laws:
English Common law | Hindu & Muslim Personal Law
Division:
General principles of contract
(Section 1 to 75)

Sale of goods – repealed | The Sale of Goods Act,
1930
(section – 76 to 123)

Special Contracts

Partnership Business – repealed | The IP Act, 1932

(section 124 to 238)

(section 239 to 266)

Out of scope:
Not prescribe right and duties

Create their rights and liabilities (within the limits of Act)

The whole of agreements

social, political, religious and other agreements without
legal intensions are not covered

NOT

The whole of obligation

statutes, torts or judgment of courts are not obliged

Not retrospective

Applicable only from 01.09.1872, not before that

Status Obligations – Not covered
Example: An obligation to maintain wife and children, an order of the court of law.

Agreement:
Minimum Two parties – Offer + Acceptance
Consensus-ad-idem

Types:
Social Agreement

No legal consequences
Breach – court of law cannot enforce

Legal Agreement

Legal consequences
Breach – court of law

Void Agreement
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Contract: Legal Agreement | Agreement + Legal Enforceability

Proposal / Offer:
Significance from one party to another
Willingness to do or not to do an act / abstinence

Promise: Acceptance of proposal

Essentials of a valid Contract
[Essentials from the act]
1. Agreement: Minimum Two parties | Consensus-ad-idem
Case Law: Gujarat vs. Ramanlal S & Co
Examples:
i. X conveys to Y his intention to sell his house for ₹ 2 lakhs - An offer by X to Y. Y agrees to purchase the house An acceptance by Y.
ii. X owned two horses, one black and the other white. He offered to sell one horse to Y. While making the offer,
X had the black horse in mind. But, Y accepted the offer, thinking that it was made for white horse – No same
mind, No consensus ad idem.

2. Consent: Free | Genuine
Example: X asked Y to sign in the documents threatening that, if he would not sign, his son will be murdered.

3. Competent / Capacity: Age | Sound minded
Example:
i. X entering into an agreement with Y, a minor.
ii. X entering into an agreement with Y, signed while drunken.

4. Consideration from both the parties
Example: X proposes to sell his house for ₹ 2 lakhs. Y agrees to buy it at ₹ 2 lakhs. Consideration: X - ₹ 2 lakhs |
Y – Property

5. Lawful Object
Example: X promise to get Y appointed in a firm provided he pays him ₹ 1 lakh
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6. Not expressly declared as void
Example: A and B contract to marry each other. Before the time fixed for the marriage, A goes mad

[Considered as Essentials]
7. Legal Relationship (intent to):
Case Law: Balfour vs Balfour
Example: A, an oil merchant sells 100 tons of oil to B, a buyer- A and B create Legal relationship

8. Legal formality
Example: Registration and Attestation

9. Certainty | Possibility of performance
Examples:
i. A agrees to sell to B some garments. Here there is no mention about type, Quality and quantity – Terms are not
certain
ii. A agrees with B to discover treasure by magic. The agreement cannot be enforced as it is not possible to be
performed.
{CMA inter D02, J05, J12}
Classification of Contracts
I Validity
Void contract – Not enforceable by law
Example: Mr X agrees to write a book with the publisher. After few days, X dies in an accident – Impossibility
of performance, void contract
Note: The name “void contract” is for the purpose of identification only. It is not a contract.
Voidable contract – Enforceable at the option of one party only
Example: A and B enter into a contract that A shall do some work for ₹500. A is ready and willing to do the
work, but B prevents him from doing so. Advise A - voidable at the option of A
Illegal agreement- Law forbids
Note:
1. All illegal agreements are void but all void agreements are not necessarily illegal
2. Transgression - public policy | criminal in nature | immoral | Collateral transactions are also illegal
Unenforceable contracts: Technical defects |Enforceable, if removed
Example: Under stamped documents
The Indian Contract Act, 1872
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Valid / Enforceable contract: All essential elements

II Formation / Creation
Express contract: Terms are stated in words (written/ spoken) by the parties.
Example: X wrote a letter to Y, “I am prepare to sell the car for ₹ 50,000”. Y also accepted the offer by a letter.
Implied / Inferred contract – Inferred from the circumstances of the case or from the conduct of the parties.
Example: A went to a restaurant, and took an ice cream. In this case, Y is bound to pay for the ice cream.
Note: Tacit (Silent) Contract: A part of implied contract
Example:
1. Cash is withdrawn by a customer of a bank from the ATM.

{CMA inter D11}

2. Sale taking effect at the fall of hammer in an auction sale.
Quasi contract: Created by law | No agreement | Resembles a contract

{CMA inter J13}

Example: X, a tradesman, left certain goods at Y’s house by mistake. Y treated the goods as his own. In this
case, Y is bound to pay for the goods.
EDI / Cyber / Mouse Click / E-Contracts:
Interaction with electronic agents – Computer Program
Satisfies - essentials of a contract
Through electronics means (e-mails) | Linked with other networks through EDI

III Performance
Executed contract – wholly performed by both the parties
Example: Cash sales
Bilateral contract / Executory contract – Both parties yet to perform | In future
Example: X agreed to sell his car to Y for ₹ 2,00,000 . Car was to be delivered by X on 20 th next month, and
price was to be paid by on 30th of that month
Note:
Unilateral contract / Partly executed and partly executory: One party performed and another party yet to
perform
Example: In the above example, if the car has been delivered and the price is yet to be paid.
Multilateral Contract: More than 2 parties | very Complex | International contracts
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A Comparative Study
Basis

Agreement

Contract

Meaning

Offer + Acceptance

Agreement + Legal enforceability

Scope

Wider sense

Narrow sense

legal + social agreement

Only Legal Agreement

Legal obligation

Not always

Mandatorily

Nature

All agreement are not contracts

All contracts are agreements

Basis

Void Contract

Voidable Contract

Enforceable

No

at the option of one party

Cause

Change in law or circumstances

Not a free consent

Performance

No

If not can sue

Rights

Cannot exercise any rights

Can rescind

Basis

Void Contract

Illegal Agreement

Scope

Not necessarily illegal

Is always void

Nature

Change in law or circumstances

Not a free consent

Punishment

No

Sue

Collateral Agreement

Cannot exercise any rights

Can rescind

Basis

Void Agreement

Void Contract

Enforceability

No

Ceases to be

Nature

Void ab initio

Subsequently void

Restitution

No

Yes

How

Essentials not present

Impossibility of performance

Practical Problems
1. G invites F (an actor popular among children for his acts) to his son H’s birthday party. F accepts the invitation
and promises to attend the party. G made special arrangement for the party and H was very excited about this
fact. However F did not turn up for the party. H was very upset and refused to cut the cake. G enraged with F’s
behavior, wanted to sue for loss incurred in making special arrangements and spoiling the party. G seeks your
advice – Social agreement. G cannot sue F for loss, lacked the intention to create legal relationship.
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2. M promises to gift his son N ₹1 lac if N clears Joint Entrance Exam in first attempt. N clears the exam in the first
attempt, but M fails to pay ₹1 lac as promised. N files a suit for recovery of the amount – N will not succeed.

3. Mr. SS a businessman has been fighting a long drawn litigation with Mr. RR another businessman. To support
his legal campaign Mr. SS enlists the services of Mr. X a legal expert slating that an amount of ₹ 10 lacs would be
paid, if Mr. X does not take up the brief of Mr. RR. Mr. X agrees, but at the end of the litigation Mr. SS refuses to
pay – Mr. X cannot recover the amount of ₹ 10 lakhs promised by Mr. SS because it is an illegal agreement and
cannot be enforced by law.

4. F advances money to E. E uses the money to smuggle pirated CDs and DVDs. F unaware of the purpose, sues
E to recover the amount – The agreement is void as the purpose is illegal. However, as F was not aware of the
purpose, F can recover his money.

5. X, a minor was studying in a college. On 1st June, 2010 he took a loan of ₹ 20,000 from B for payment of his
college fees and to purchase books and agreed to repay by 31st Dec, 2010. X possesses assets worth ₹ 5 lacs. On
due date X fails to pay back the loan to B. – “His estate is liable for his necessaries”, the necessaries suited to the
conditions in life of the minor. His assets can be sued to reimburse B.

6. For a cup of coffee, A invites B to a dinner at his house on a Sunday. B hires a taxi and reaches A’s house at the
appointed time, but A fails to perform his promise. Can B recover any damages from A? – No, it is a social
agreement (Balfour V. Balfour)

7. State whether there is any contract in the following cases:
a.

A engages B for a certain work and promises to pay such remuneration as shall be fixed by C. B does the
work.

b.

A and B promise to marry each other.

c.

A invites B to a party. B accepts the invitation.

Answer:
a.

There is a contract between A and B and A is bound to pay the remuneration as shall be fixed by C. If C does
not fix, or refuses to fix the remuneration, A is bound to pay a reasonable remuneration.

b.

There is a contract between A and B.

c.

There is no contract

8. A forced B to enter into a contract at the point of pistol. What remedy is available to B. if he does not want to
be bound by the contract?
Answer: He can repudiate the contract as his consent is not free
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9. M mows L’s lawn without being asked by L to do so. L watches M doing the work but does not attempt to stop
him. Is L bound to pay any charges to M? – Yes, L is bound to pay M a reasonable remuneration

10. C orally offered to pay A, an auto mechanic, ₹50 for testing a used car which C was about to purchase from
D. A agreed and tested the car. C paid A ₹50 in cash for his service. Is the agreement between C and A (a) Express
/ Implied (b) Executed / Executory (c) Valid / Void / Voidable / Unenforceable?
Answer: The agreement is (a) Express (b) Executed and (c) Valid

11. A promises to pay B ₹500 if he (B) beats C. B beats C, but A refuses to pay. Can B recover the amount? – No,
Illegal Agreement

12. D lived as a paying boarder with a family. He agreed with the members of the family to share the prize money
of a newspaper competition. The entry sent by D won prize of ₹750. He refused to share the amount won. Can
the members of the family recover their share?
Answer: Yes, as there was a “mutuality in the agreement between the parties” and the parties had intended to be
bound (Simpkins v. Pays,.

13. A enters into a taxi and directs the driver to take him to a club. The driver refuses to take him because the trip
is too short. What are the rights of A?
Answer: There is a contract between A and the taxi driver as soon as A enters the taxi.
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1.1 OFFER AND ACCEPTANCE

Offer: Proposal by one party to another | Intention - legal binding agreement
offeror / promisor / proposer – The person who makes the offer
offeree / promise – The person to whom the offer is made
(need not accept the offer)
Acceptor - The person who accepts the offer
Example:
X says to Y, “will you purchase my white horse for ₹ 12,000?’
A teaches his parrot to recite an offer and then sends the parrot to B. The bird repeats the recitation.

Classifications
1. Express Offer: Words |written
Example: X says to Y, “will you purchase my white horse for ₹ 12,000?
2. Implied Offer: Inferred by conduct| circumstances
Example: To board in a metro rail at metro station
3. General Offer: Public at large
Example: An offer to give reward to anybody who finds the lost horse.
Case Law: Carlil vs Carbolic Balls Co
4. Specific Offer: Specific / ascertained person | only that person
Example: “A offers to sell his car to B” – Only B can accept the offer
5. Counter-Offer: Offeree accepts subject to certain conditions or qualification, not accepting (terminating) the
original offer

{CMA inter J12}

Example: A offered to sell his car to B for ₹ 20000. B replied that he can accept for only ₹ 17000 – Original offer
gets terminated
6. Cross offer:
Identical offer by each party
ignorance of each other
No contract – as nobody shall be called for
Example: A offers by a letter to sell his car to B for ₹15,000. B, at the same time, offers by a letter to buy A’s car for
₹15,000. The two letters cross each other in the post. Hint: [No. (Tinn vs Hoffmann)]
7. Standing / open / continuing Offer: Open for acceptance | reasonable time
Example: Tenders / Share Applications
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Invitation to an Offer: General information | public notice | to initiate the offer
Note: Only one party | No question of communication / performance of invitation of offer | No formation of
contract
Example: Shopkeeper’s catalogue of price | Display of goods in a shop.

Legal rules for an offer
Intent to create legal relations
Certain, definite and not vague
Specific / General | Express / Implied
Communicated to the offeree
Example: A intends to make an offer to B and tells C about it. C informs B of the contemplated offer but “A”
himself does not communicate the offer to B. B accepts the offer and informs A about the acceptance – There
is no communication from A to B.
Note: General offer & Communication to the offeree
Case Law: Lalman Shukla v. Gauri Dutt
Positive Acts– “Doing” | Negative Acts - “not doing” / “abstinence” | Immaterial in the eyes of law
Example:
1. A offers to sell his car to B for ₹ 3 lakhs – Positive Act
2. A makes an offer to B. On the other hand, when A ask B after his car meets with an accident with B’s scooter
not to go to Court and he will pay the repair charges to B for the damage to B’s scooter- negative Act
Made with a view to obtain the assent of the offeree
Example: Where ‘A’ tells ‘B’ that he desires to marry by the end of 2017, it does not constitute an offer of
marriage by ‘A’ to ‘B’. Therefore, to constitute a valid offer expression of willingness must be made to obtain
the assent (acceptance) of the other. Thus, if in the above example, ‘A’ further adds, ‘Will you marry me’, it
will constitute an offer.
Distinguished from: a declaration of intention | Invitation to make offer | From an answer to a question
Case Laws:
1. Harvey vs. Facie - ‘’ lowest price for Bumper Hall Pen is $ 900’’
2. Mac Pherson vs Appanna
3. Harris vs. Nickerson
No term for non-compliance of which amount to acceptance
A statement of price is not an offer

{CMA Inter D01, J04, D06}

Case Laws:
1. Harbhajan Lal v. Harcharan Lal
2. Lalman Shukla v. Gauri Dutt

Lapse of an offer (Modes of Revocation):
Communication of notice of termination (revocation) of offer to the offeree
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Lapse of the specified / reasonable time
Death / insanity of the offeror
Counter-offer
Acceptance not in the prescribed or usual mode
Non-fulfillment of a condition precedent
Example: X offered to sell his bike to Y for ₹ 14,000 subject to the condition that Y should pay an advance of
₹ 4,000 before certain date. Y accepted the offer but did not do so. The offer stands lapsed.

Miscellaneous:
1. Completeness of Communication: comes to the knowledge of the offeree
2. Special terms of an offer: Brought to the notice of the other party before the acceptance
Example: Token advance | closing date of applications.

Acceptance:
The consent given to the offer
Accepted proposal becomes a promise
Note:
1. Relationship between offer and acceptance: According to Sir William Anson “Acceptance is to offer what a
lighted match is to a train of gun powder”
2. A binding contract comes into existence on accepting the offer

{CMA inter D01}

General rules
Absolute | unqualified | unconditional
Example: A asks B, “Will you purchase my car for ₹2 lakhs?
Case 1: B says “I shall purchase, if you buy my motorcycle for ₹ 50,000 – Conditional Acceptance
Case 2: B says “I shall purchase if your documents are valid’ – Unconditional Acceptance
Communicated to the offeror (Exception-General Offer)
Case Law:
Brogden vs. Metropolitan Railway Co - manager put the Acceptance letter in the drawer without intimating
Prescribed / usual mode
Example: fall of hammer in an auction sale
Prescribed / reasonable time
Example: Late (not in reasonable time) allotment (acceptance) of shares by the company
Sahasri Singar Academy
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An intention to fulfill the promise
Cannot precede an offer
Given by the specific person to whom the offer is made. Exception: General Offer
Example: X offered to sell his house to Y, here, only Y can accept the offer.
Case Laws:
Boulton vs. Jones | Carlill vs. Carbolic Smoke Ball Co
Given before the offer lapses
Mental acceptance / Silence is no acceptance, Unless inferred from the previous conduct
Case Law: Felthouse vs. Bindley
Example: X offered his car to Y for ₹ 95,000, and wrote that if he did not hear from him (Y) within a week, he
would assume that he has accepted offer. No replay was given by Y. in this no valid contract is concluded
between X and Y.
Case Law: Central Bank Yeotmal vs Vyankatesh
Conduct/Implied Acceptance:
Example: A tradesman sending the goods on receiving an order from a customer

{CMA inter D01, J06}

Special Case on discussion:
Case Laws: Union of India v. Bahulal: A offers to sell his house to B for ₹ 1,00,000/-. B replied that, “I can pay `
80,000 for it. The offer of ‘A’ is rejected by ‘B’ as the acceptance is not unqualified. B however changes his mind
and is prepared to pay ₹ 1,00,000/-. This is also treated as counter offer and it is upto A whether to accept it or
not.
Heyworth vs. Knight: A mere variation in the language with same substance is an effective acceptance

Modes of Acceptance:
1. By an act:
Written – Letters| Telegrams | Fax | Emails | Advertisements
Oral - Telephone messages
Positive acts / signs
2. By ‘omission’ to do something: Conduct / Forbearance | Exception: Silence
3. By conduct: to convey acceptance
Example: Boarding a public bus | dropping a coin in a weigh machine
Note: Indirect efforts must result in effectively communicating its acceptance or non - acceptance. If it has no such
effect, there is no communication regardless of which the acceptor thinks about the offer within himself
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Miscellaneous
1. Completeness of Communication
as against the proposer - out of the power of the acceptor
as against the acceptor - comes to the knowledge of the proposer
Example: X offers by letter, to sell his house to Y at a certain price. The letter is posted on 25th December. It reaches
Y on 27th December. Here, the communication of the offer is complete when Y receives the letter. {CMA inter J06}
2. Not a contract - Agreement to agree (the terms) in future
3. Contract (Acceptance) by telephone or telex: Same effect as they are face to face
Case Law:
Entores Ltd. v. Miles Far East Corporation- Call drop / disturbances in the line will not end up in valid contract
4. Communication of special conditions: Tacit convey and Tacit acceptance
Case Laws:
1. Mukul Datta vs. Indian Airlines: Conditions printed in fine print in a airway ticket from Delhi to Kolkata. In
somecases, conditions are printed at the back side of the Train tickets / posted in the notice board at the airlines
office
2. Lilly White vs. Mannuswamy: The laundry receipt stated conditions that the customers can claim for 15% of
the market price in case of loss. The claimant lost her new saree. It is tacit acceptance and held that the terms were
unreasonable. And the customer is entitled for the whole amount.
5. Standard forms of contracts: Bring to the notice | reasonable
Case Law: A converse situation
Raipur transport Co. vs. Ghanshyam - The special condition about limiting liability of the transport carrier was
not intimated earlier. Not binding

Revocation:
Taking it back |withdrawal
Revoke an offer before it is accepted
Revoke an Acceptance before the acceptance is complete
Note:
Valid revocation – Parties become free | No contract
Example: X offered, by a letter, to sell his horse to Y for ₹ 2,500. Subsequently, X withdrew his offer by a telegram
which was also received by Y. After the receipt of this telegram, Y accepted the offer by a letter, and posted the
same - invalid acceptance.
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Miscellaneous
1. Completeness of Communication
as against the proposer - out of the power of the acceptor
as against the acceptor - comes to the knowledge of the proposer
2. Validity:
w.r.t. offer: Expressive | Move from the offeror | Same channel | before the acceptance is complete
w.r.t. acceptance: Revocation should reach offeror before acceptance
3. “Before or at the moment” – Deemed Revocation | acceptance and revocation reach together
Example: B offered to sell his house to A for ₹50,000. A accepted the offer by post. On the next day, A sent a
telegram withdrawing the acceptance which reached B before the letter. If A opens the telegram first and reads
it, the acceptance stands revoked. If he opens the letter first and reads it, revocation of acceptance is not possible
as the contract has already been concluded.

Practical Problems
1. A offers to sell 80 quintals of sugar to B at a certain price. B accepts to buy 50 quintals only. Is it a valid contract?
Answer: It is valid contract (and not a counter offer) and acceptance of A to sell 50 quintals may be implied
under the rational that as he was ready to sell 80 quintals, he must be ready to sell 50 quintals as well.
{CMA inter D01}
2. ‘A’ takes a seat in an auto for going to his destination. The fare chart is displayed boldly in the auto stand.
Answer: From the circumstances, one can infer that there is an implied acceptance on part of ‘A’ to pay the fare
on reaching his destination.
{CMA inter J10}
3. There are two distinct firms having the same name, one located in Gurdaspur, Punjab and the other in Delhi.
D intends to make an offer to the Gurdaspur firm, but the letter containing D’s offer is erroneously sent to the
Delhi firm. The Delhi firm, surmising that the offer was intended for the Gurdaspur firm, forwards the letter to
it. Has the offer been duly communicated? – No, because Delhi firm is not D’s agent and had no authority to
forward the letter.

4. S offers to sell B his car for ₹50,000. T standing nearby, says, “I will take it if B does not take it”. B is not interested
in the car. (a) Does a contact arise between S and T? (b) What will be the position if T says to S: “Here is the money,
I take the car”.
Answer: a) No (b) S may or may not accept T’s offer).

5. P applied for the principal-ship of a local college, and the Governing Body passed a resolution appointing him.
After the meeting, a member of the Governing Body privately informed him of the resolution. The resolution was
subsequently rescinded. P claims damages. Will he succeed? – No, as private communication is not a
communication by the Governing Body.
The Indian Contract Act, 1872
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6. A offers to buy B’s house on certain terms. Acceptance was to be sent within six weeks. B within one week sent
a letter accepting the offer with an alteration of one term. A then withdrew his offer. B writes again within three
weeks accepting the terms originally proposed by A. Hence this is a valid contract.
Answer: No. Subsequent acceptance within the period of six weeks will not result in a contract as the original
offer of A has been withdrawn.

{CMA inter D12, J13, D15}

7. A made an offer to sell some goods to B conditional on receiving a reply by return of post. A gave the letter to
his peon to post but the peon forgot to post it immediately and actually posted it after seven days. On receiving
A’s letter, B wrote a reply, accepting the offer, and duly posted it by return of post. In the meantime not having
heard from B, A sold the goods to C. Has B any legal remedy against A?
Answer: There is contract between A and B (Sec.4) But since A has already sold the goods, B can recover damages
from A.

{CMA inter D12}

8. Ram proposed to sell his house to Shyam. Shyam sent his acceptance by email. Next day, Shyam sends a fax
withdrawing his acceptance. Examine the validity of the acceptance in the light of the following:
a.

The fax of revocation of acceptance was received by Ram before the email of acceptance.

b.

The fax of revocation and email both reached together.

Answer:
a.

Yes, the revocation of acceptance by Shyam (the acceptor) is valid.

b.

If Ram reads the fax first, the acceptance stands revoked. If he opens the email first and reads it, revocation
of acceptance is not possible as the contract has already been concluded.
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1.2 CONSIDERATION

Consideration:
Something in return [quid pro quo]
The price for which a promise is bought
Sign and symbol of every contract
Exchange of Promise / Performance with parties
No single promise is enforceable without consideration
Result in a benefit to the promisor | detriment to the promisee / both
Example: X agrees to sell his car (consideration for Y’s promise) to Y for ₹ 1, 40, 000 (consideration for X’s promise).
Case Law: Misa v Currie - “A valuable consideration in the sense of law may consist either in some right, interest,
profit or benefit accruing to one party (i.e. promisor) or forbearance, detriment, loss or responsibility given,
suffered or undertaken by the other (i.e., the promisee).”

Legal rules as to consideration
Essential to support every contract
Move at the desire of the promisor | May move from the promise / third person
Executed and Executory Consideration | Past, present or future
Examples:
1. A pays ` 5,000 to B and B promises to deliver to him a certain quantity of wheat within a month. In this case
A pays the amount, whereas B merely makes a promise. Therefore, the consideration paid by A is executed,
whereas the consideration promised by B is executory – Executed and Executory Consideration
2. X renders a service for Y on Y’s desire. After a couple of days Y promises X to compensate him for the
services rendered by him - past consideration.
3. Cash sales – present consideration
4. X promises to deliver his moped to Y after a month. Y promises to pay the price after two days of the
delivery of the moped by X to Y - future consideration.
Need not be adequate | Court considers for free consent
Example: X (with free consent) agrees to sell his new car to Y for ₹ 100
An act / abstinence / forbearance / a return promise
Real | Not illusory
Not be something which the promisor is already legally or contractually bound to do
Example: A promise to pay the vakil an additional sum, if the suit is successful – vakil is legally bound to
make the case successful.
Not to be illegal, immoral or opposed to public policy

{CMA Inter D01,D08,D12}

Examples:
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1. X who took Y’s scooter for ₹ 5,000 engages Z to kill Y and promises him to pay ₹ 1,000 to get rid of the
payment of ₹ 5,000 – Illegal.
2. Agreement with Alien Enemies – opposed to public life

“No consideration, No contracts”
Example: A promises, for no consideration, to give to B, Rs. 1,000. This is a void agreement
Exceptions:
1. written and registered agreement | natural love and affection | near relation
Case Law: Rajukhy v. Bhootnath
Example: X promised to pay the debts of his brother Y, on account of love and affection. The agreement was put
to writing and registered – Valid contract
2. Promise to compensate | wholly / partly | voluntarily done something for the promisor
Example: A finds B’s purse and gives it to him. B promises to give A ₹100
3. Pay a time-barred debt | written and signed | by the debtor / agent
Example: X owes Y ₹ 1,00,000 but the debt is barred by limitation Act. X signs a written promise to pay Y ₹ 95,000
on account of debt.
4. Law of agency between principal and agent
Case Law: Dunlop Pneumatic Tyre Co. Ltd v. Selfridge & Co. Ltd
5. A completed gift | Transfer of Property Act
Example: Donations
6. Remission – lesser fulfillment
7. Contract of guarantee – Consideration to the Principal debtor is sufficient
8. Gratuitous Bailment
9. Contribution to Charity. Case Law - Kadarnath vs Gorie Mohammad
10. Contract under seal: Under the law a contract made in the form of a deed under seal is valid even though it is
made without consideration.
Example: Deed under seal

{CMA inter J03, D04, D09, J10}

Doctrine of Privity of Contract
General rule - Stranger to a contract cannot sue
Case Laws:
1. M C Chacko vs State bank of Travancore – Stranger (subject to) cannot sue
2. Dunlop Pneumatic Tyre company Ltd vs Selfridge & Co
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Note: Consideration may come from third party, but he cannot sue
Example: P who is indebted to Q, sells his property to R and R promises to pay of the debt amount to Q. If R
fails to pay, then in such situation Q has no right to sue, as R is a stranger to contract.
Exceptions:
Beneficiary - a trust or change is created in some specific immovable property in favour of him
Case Law: Dan Kuer v. Sarla Devi
Marriage settlement: Maintenance and marriage expenses of female members|

Partition /

family

arrangement
Acknowledgement / estoppel of a liability by the promisor / promisor constitutes himself as agent;
Example: A pays B ₹ 500 and B acknowledges to C that he holds for him. Here C can enforce.
Assignee of rights and benefits: not involving personal skill
Example: A assigns his insurance policy in favour of his wife. The wife can enforce even though not a party
Agency contract
Covenants running with the land may be enforced by the successor of the seller
Example: A gifts the property to his son in law on his marriage with daughter. A gets the right to enforce his
rights which A had already.

{CMA inter J02, D05}

Practical Problems
1. A, being in dire need of money, sells his new car purchased two months ago at a cost of ₹1,72,000 for ₹11,000.
Afterwards A seeks to set aside the contract on the ground of inadequacy of consideration – No, he will not
succeed.

2. A Mohammedan lady sued her father-in-law to recover arrears of allowance payable to her by him under an
agreement between him and her own father in consideration of her marriage. Will she succeed? – Yes (Khawja
Mohd. Khan v. Hussaini Begum)

3. H contracted with N Corporation for the erection of a number of houses. In calculating his price for the houses,
H by mistake deducted a particular sum twice over. The Corporation affixed its seal to the contract which
correctly represented its intention. Is the contract binding? – Yes (Higgins Ltd. v. Northampton corpn., (1927)
1Ch.128)

4. R is a manufacturer of light bulbs. He advertises in the trade press that in future the retail price of his bulbs will
be ₹4 and that proceedings will be taken against any dealer not observing this price. T buys a quantity of the bulbs
from X, a wholesaler. Although T had originally read the advertisement, he forgot its content and retails the bulbs
at ₹4.25. Advise R.
Answer: R cannot take any action as there is no privity of contract between R and T (Dunlop Pneumatic Tyre Co.
Ltd v. Selfridge & Co. Ltd)
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5. A agrees for a sum of ₹5,00,000 to construct for B a building, according to plans and specifications. When A has
completed half the work he threatens to quit unless B agrees to pay him an additional₹50,000. B so promises. A
completes the work and asks for the additional sum. Decide.
Answer: A cannot recover the additional sum of ₹50,000 as B’s Promise to pay the additional sum was without
consideration.

6. Referring to a quarrel and disagreement between husband and wife, the husband agreed to execute and register
in favour of his wife to transfer one of his properties to his wife. Later on husband refused. Whether wife can
enforce?
Answer: She cannot recover (Sec. 25(1) Rajukhy v. Bhootnath).
{CMA inter J13}
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1.3 CAPACITY OF A CONTRACT

Competent / Capacity
age of majority
sound mind
not disqualified from contracting by any law to which he is subject to

{CMA inter J09}

Age of majority

{CMA inter J02}

Minor: A person who has not completed eighteen years of age.
Note: He attains majority at the age of twenty-one
where a guardian has been appointed to a minor under the Guardians and Wards Act
where a minor is under the guardianship of the Court of Wards.

Effect of Minor’s agreement
Agreement is void and inoperative
Example: A sold some articles of food to B on credit, not knowing that B was a minor. The time fixed for
payment expired and no payment was made. Sometime later when B attained majority, A sued him for the
price - void agreement, he will not succeed.
No ratification on attaining majority | shall enter into fresh contracts
Example: X, a minor makes a promissory note in the name of Y. On attaining majority, he cannot ratify it and
if he makes a new promissory note in place of old one, here the new promissory note which he executed after
attaining majority is also void being without consideration.
Promisee / beneficiary in a contract
Example: A, an adult, said to M, a minor: “I will not pay the commission I promised you for selling my
magazines; you are a minor and cannot force me to pay”. - M is a beneficiary
His estate is liable for the necessaries
Example: M, a minor ages 17, broke his right arm in a hockey game. He engaged a physician to set it. The
physicians have a valid claim for his services against his estate.
He can be an agent
Non applicability of Doctrine of Restitution
He cannot be a partner. [Admitted to the benefits of an already existing partnership with the consent of the
other partners.]
If he has received any benefit under a void agreement, he cannot be asked to compensate or pay for it.
The Court never orders specific performance of his agreements.
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Example: A minor falsely representing himself to be of age, enters into an agreement to sell his property to R
and receives from him as price a sum of ₹72,000 in advance. Out of this sum, the minor purchases a car for
₹60,000 and spends the rest on a pleasure trip. After the minor has attained majority, R sues him for the
conveyance of the property or in the alternatives, for the refund of ₹72,000 and damages. How would you
decide?
Answer: A minor’s agreement is void (Mohiri Bibi v. Dharmodas Ghose). The court may direct the minor
to restore the car to R.
(Law of Estoppel – Exception) Can plead minority, when enters into an agreement by falsely misrepresenting
his age.
Example: A minor fraudulently represented to a money-lender that he was of full age and executed a
mortgage deed for ₹10,000. Has the money-lender any right of action against the minor for the money lent or
for damages for fraudulent misrepresentation. [Hint: No (MohiriBibi v. Dharmodas Ghose; Leslie v. Shiell)]
He cannot be adjudged insolvent.
Negotiable instruments to bind all parties except himself.
Example: A minor is supplied with necessaries of life by a grocer. He makes out a promissory note in favour
of the grocer. The minor is personally not liable.
Minor cannot bind parent or guardian - even for necessaries.
Joint contract by minor and adult: Only the Adult is liable
Case Law: Sain Das vs. Ram Chand – In the case of joint of purchase, the vendor could enforce the contract
against the major purchaser and not the minor.
Surety for a minor: direct contract between the surety and the third party
As a Shareholder: Through Guardian | Fully paid up Shares| Else company can rescind the contract
Liability for torts: Tort - a civil wrong
Example: A minor borrowed a horse for riding. He only was held liable when he lent the horse to one of his
friends who jumped and killed the horse.

{CMA inter J02, D05}

Special Case:
Contract by guardian on behalf of a minor: Not all are enforceable
Ordinary guardian - No power to bind | purchase of immovable Property
Certified guardian (appointed by the Court) – sanction of the court | sale of the minor’s property | Enforceable
by either party

Persons of unsound mind
Lunatic: Mental powers are deranged of mental strain. Sound minded- Can enter
Idiot: Incapable of thinking or taking rational judgments
Drunken / intoxicated Person: Influence of drinks or drugs
Note: Effect of agreement on unsound minded persons is same as that of the minor.
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Example: A supplies some articles of food to B, the wife of C who is a lunatic/idiot/drunkard. C has assets
worth ₹5,000. On non-payment, A can proceed against the assets of C.

Other persons
Alien enemy: War with India | Earlier Contracts - suspended or dissolved
An Alien cannot acquire any ownership interest in Indian shipping.
Corporation: limited by the statute | Company – Act and MOA
Insolvent: his property divisible among his creditors
Convict: incapable | imprisonment
Foreign sovereign / Ambassador: Exceptions: Ex-kings | Enters thro agents residing in India | enjoys certain
privileges and immunities | can sue the Indian citizen | cannot be sued without the prior sanction of the
Central
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1.4 FREE CONSENT

Consent – Free | Genuine (Forgery)
Not a Free Consent:
Voidable
Coercion

Fraud (differs from Forgery)

Undue influence

Misrepresentation

Void
mistake

I Coercion:
Committing / threatening to commit - Forbidden act | IPC, 1860
unlawful detaining / threatening to detain any property | intention | to enter into an agreement
against the contractual parties | any other related person
Examples:
1. X threatens to kill Y if he does not agree to sell his car to X for ₹ 10,000. Fearing death, Y enters into an agreement
with X for the sale of his car for ₹ 10,000 only.
2. A tells his wife that he would commit suicide, if she did not transfer her personal assets to him. She does so
under this threat. Can the wife avoid the contract?
Answer: Yes (Chikham Amiraju v. Seshamma).
Note:
1. Immaterial - IPC in force
Example: A, on boarding an English ship on the high seas, causes B to enter into an agreement by an act
amounting to criminal intimidation under the IPC. A afterwards sues B for breach of contract at Calcutta. A has
employed coercion, although his act is not an offence by the law of England, and although section 506 of the
Indian Penal Code (45 of 1860) was not in force at the time when or place where the act was done.
2. Restitution is applicable for voidable contracts

II Undue Influence:
Exploiting the trust / confidence
Domination
Unfaith advantage

{CMA inter J10}

Example: As son has forged B’s name to a promissory note. B, under threat of prosecuting A’s son, obtains a bond
from A for the amount of the forged note. If B sues on this bond, the Court may set the bond aside.
Note:
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1. Dominations - Deemed Positions: real / apparent authority | fiduciary relation | mental capacity is temporarily
or permanently affected – age / illness / mental / bodily distress
2. Unconscionable bargains - money-lending transactions and in gifts
Case Law: Kirpa Ram vs. Sami-Ud-din Ad. Khan
A youth of 18 years of age, spend thrift and a drunkard, borrowed ₹ 90,000 on a bond bearing compound interest
at 2% per mensem (p.m.). It was held by the court that the transaction is unconscionable, the rate of interest
charged being so exorbitant

Relationship, where undue influence arise:
Parent and child

Religious guru and disciple

Doctor and patient

Trustee and beneficiary

Income tax officer in relation to an assessee,

Financer and financee

Guardian and ward

A magistrate / police officer in relation to an

Solicitor and client

Master and servant

accused person

Example: A having advanced money to his son, B, during his minority, upon B’s coming of age obtains, by misuse
of parental influence, a bond from B for a greater amount than the sum due in respect of the advance. A employs
undue influence.

Relationship, where undue influence does not arise:
landlord and tenant
creditor and debtor
husband and wife: Exception – Pardanashin woman ( Seclusion / being away from the people)
Case Laws:
Ismail Musafee v. Hafiz Boo - Not a pardanishin woman - Goes to a Court | gives evidence | fixes and collects
rents with tenants | communicates the business matters with men other than members of her own family

Burden of proof: Aggrieved Party | other party (in order to save himself) can counter prove – No strong
relationship / disclosed of all material facts / received competent and independent advice.
Examples: A, being in debt to B, the money-lender of his village, contracts a fresh loan on terms which appear to
be unconscionable. It lies on B to prove that the contract was not induced by undue influence.
Case Laws:
1. Kali Baksh vs Ram Gopal - “The law throws around her a special cloak of protection” - Burden of proving lies
with the person entering onto transactions with her
2. Howes v. Bishop - The burden of proving pardanishin rests on the wife
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A study on Coercion and Undue Influence
Feature

Coercion

Undue Influence

Action

Physical force / treat

Moral / Mental Pressure

Criminal Action

IPC, 1908

No such

Relationship

No Such

Some sort

Exercised

By a stranger also

By the parties only

Position / Benefits

Restitution

Court’s discretion

III Misrepresentation (Innocent Misrepresentation):

{CMA inter D08}

Mis-statement of a material fact
Made innocently with an honest belief
No intention to deceive the other party
Not a Criminal act
Example: A, by a misrepresentation, leads B erroneously to believe that five hundred maunds of indigo are made
annually at As factory. B examines the accounts of the factory, which show that only four hundred maunds of
indigo have been made. After this B buys the factory. The contract is not voidable on account of A’s
misrepresentation.
Types
Unwarranted statements

Breach of duty

No reliable source but believes

Misleading

Positive assertions / absolute /

Brings advantages

explicit statement of facts

Example: X believed the engine of his motor cycle to be in an excellent condition. At the time of sale of this motor
cycle, X without getting it checked in a workshop, told Y that the motor cycle was in excellent condition. On this
statement, Y bought the motor cycle, whose engine proved to be defective – Unwarranted Statement
Case Law: Lagunas Nitrate Co. v. Lagunas Syndicate:
Gold mine | No restoration | cannot rescind the contract – Breach of duty

IV Fraud (Wilful Misrepresentation) / False Representation:

{CMA Inter J09, J11}

Not a mis statement
Made willfully
To deceive the intention
A criminal act
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“Fraud” exists
without belief in its truth
active concealment - knowingly / belief of the fact
No intention to perform
Any act to deceive | Example: Silence
Fraudulent act / omission
Examples:
1. A fraudulently informs B that his house is free from encumbrances, B hereupon buys the house. The house is
subject to a mortgage. B may avoid the contract and get back his money
2. A man, by the name of Sham, called at jeweler’s shop and chose a costly ring. He tendered in payment a cheque
which he signed in the name of credit. He took the ring and pledged it to Bhola Nath, who had no notice of the
fraud. Can the jeweler recover the ring from Bola Nath? [Hint: No (Phillips v. Brooks)]
3. A woman fraudulently represented to a firm of jewelers that she was the wife of a certain baron and thus
obtained two pearl necklaces on credit on some pretext with a view to buying them. She sold those necklaces to
X, a third person. Can the jewelers recover the necklace from X? [Hint: Yes (Cundy v. Lindsay)].
4. A sells, by auction, to B, a horse which A knows to be unsound. A says nothing to B about the horses
unsoundness. This is not fraud in A.
5. A and B, being traders, enter upon a contract. A has private information of a change in prices which would
affect B’s willingness to proceed with the contract. A is not bound to inform B.

Silence and Fraud: No fraud | Exceptional
Duty to speak
Example: X sold by auction, to his brother, his old car which X knew to have defective engine. X said nothing
to Y about the defects in the car engine. This amounts to fraud as the relation between X & Y makes it X’s
duty to tell his brother about the condition of the car engine.
Category:
Fiduciary Relationship:

uberrimae fidei –

Reposed Confidence | Disclose all material facts

Full disclosure of material facts

Case Laws: Regier V. Campbell Staurt:

Contracts of Insurance / Sale of land / marriage /

A broker sold his own shares to the client without

Family Settlement (within the knowledge of the

disclosing this fact – Avoidable | claim secret profit

parties) / Share Allotment Contracts (Prospectus)

where silence is equivalent to speech
Example: B says to A, “If you do not deny it, I shall assume that the horse is sound”. A says nothing. Here, A’s
silence is equivalent to speech.
Half-truths. It is the duty to disclose the whole truth.
The Indian Contract Act, 1872
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A study on Fraud & Misrepresentation
Feature

Fraud

Misrepresentation

Intention

To deceive

Not such

truth

Untrue

Believes to be true

Effect

Rescission & Claim Damages

Rescission & Restitution

Discover the truth

Not such

Yes

V Mistake: An innocent / erroneous belief about something
Example: A offers to sell his Ambassador Car to B, who believes that A has only Fiat Car, agrees to buy
the car. Here, the two parties are thinking about different subject matter so that there is no real consent
and the agreement is void.
1. Mistake of law

2. Mistake of fact

Mistake of law of the country

Mistake of law of foreign country

Ignorance of law is no excuse

mistake of fact

Bilateral mistake

Unilateral mistake

Subject-matter

The identity of the party – Unknown party to the

Existence | Price | Quantity

contract cannot give right | no other person can

Identity | Quality | Title

interpose and adopt the contract

Possibility of performance:

The nature of Contract –

Physical | Legal | Mathematical

Inducement of another | No fault of his own

Examples:
1. Bilateral mistake:
Identity - X agrees to buy from Y a cargo of cotton to arrive from Surat. There are two ships of Y carrying some
goods, one sailing in October and the other in December. X meant the former ship and Y the later - The agreement
is void
Existence - X agrees to sell Y some goods on the way from Mumbai and Agra. The truck in which the goods
coming, caught fire and the goods were destroyed before the day of contract. None of the parties was aware of
this fact, a void contract.
Price - A seller, to the knowledge of the buyer, makes a mistake in writing the figure as ₹ 2,250, the price of the
property being as ₹ 1,250. The agreement is void.

2. The identity of the party:
Example: The managing director of a theatre gave instructions that no tickets were to be sold to S. S knowing this,
asked a friend to buy a ticket for him. With this ticket S went to the theatre but was refused admission. He filed a
suit for damages for breach of contract. Would he succeed?
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Answer: No. There is a mistake as to the identity of the person contracted with and this violates the contract [Said
v. Butt].
Case Law: In Cundy v. Lindsay [(1878) 3 A.C. 459, one Blenkarn posing as a reputed trader Blankiron, placed an
order for some goods with M/s Lindsay and Co. The company, thought that it is dealing with Blankiron and
supplied the goods. Blenkarn sold the goods to Cundy and did not pay to Lindsay. The latter sued Cundy. The
Court held that there was no contract between Lindsay and Blenkarn and therefore Cundy has no title to the
goods.
Here, the contract is vitiated by mistake as there is no consensus ad idem.
Nullifies: Material Importance | known to the other person

3. The nature of contract:
General rule: A person who signs an instrument is bound by its terms even if he has not read it.
Fundamental mistake as to its nature (not merely as to its contents) – avoided for the (a) the blindness, illiteracy,
or senility of the person signing, or (b) a trick or fraudulent misrepresentation as to the nature of the document.
Case Law: Foster v. Mackinnon:
M, a senile man of feeble sight, endorsed a bill of exchange for $ 3,000 thinking it was a guarantee – NO Contract
| No liability – Mistaken to the nature / character of the document
If M knew that the document whereon he put his signature was a bill of exchange - Cannot avoid it on the ground
that he believed that the bill was for $ 30 only. - Mistaken as to the contents of the document.

Special Cases:
Prosecution (mere suit) - Andhra Sugar Ltd V State of AP – No coercion / undue influence / fraud /
misrepresentation
High prices / high interest rates – Not a coercion, as not prohibited under IPC
Treat to commit suicide – coercion
Case Laws: Amraju v Seshamma – Attempt to suicide is punishable under IPC, but suicide is not punishable

Practical Problem
1. Does threat to commit suicide amount to coercion? – Yes

{CMA inter J12}

2. A is enfeebled by age and illness. B, his medical attendant, uses his personal influence over him and induces
him to pay an unreasonable fee for his professional services. Can A avoid the contract? If so, on what plea?
Answer: Yes. A can avoid the contract on the plea of undue influence.

3. A applies to a banker for a loan at a time when India is passing through a period of recession. The banker agrees
to make the loan only at an unusually high rate of interest. A accepts the loan on these terms. Subsequently A
pleads that the contract has been procured by exercising undue influence. Will this plea succeed?
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Answer: No, as the transaction is the ordinary course of business and the contract is not induced by undue
influence.

4. L the owner of a gold mine in West Africa, sold the mine to M. During the preliminary discussion L had made
certain statements about the mine which were incorrect, though L honestly believed them to be true. After having
worked the mine for six months M discovered the true position. What remedies, if any, will M have?
Answer: M can only claim damages. The contract cannot be rescinded because the parties cannot be restored to
their original positions (Lagunas Nitrate Co. v. Lagunas Syndicate, (1899) 2 ch. 392].

5. A knows that the car he was buying from B was ten years old although B has represented that he had purchased
it new only four years ago. Can A avoid the contract on the ground of fraud?
Answer: No, as he knew that the car was ten years old and as such he could not have relied upon the false
statement made by B.

6. A deceit which does not deceive is not fraud.

{CMA Inter D12}

Answer:
Deceit: the action or practice of deceiving someone by concealing or misrepresenting the truth
Deceive: deliberately cause (someone) to believe something that is not true, especially for personal gain
Correct, a mere attempt to deceive by one party is not fraud unless the other party is actually deceived. If the
party has not been deceived at all, there is no point in establishing a case of fraud, and gives no ground of action.
If the fraud results in injury to the deceived party, he may claim damages for the tort of deceit.{CMA inter D12}

7. A, being agent for a landed proprietor, agrees for money, without the knowledge of his principal, to obtain
for B a lease of land belonging to his principal. The agreement between A and B is void, as it implies a fraud by
concealment, by A, on his principal.

8. Mr. X offers to sell his Maruti car to Mr. Y for an intended sum of Rs.90,000/- but by mistake he makes an offer
in writing for Rs.70,000/- instead of Rs.90,000/- Mr. X can plead mistake as defence.
Answer: He cannot plead mistake as a defence after acceptance of the offer. According to section 22 of Contract
Act, a contract is not voidable merely because it was caused by one of the parties to the contract being under a
mistake as to a matter of fact.

{CMA inter D08}

9. B sends an order for various stationeries to his usual supplier, S. Unknown to B, S had sold his business to T. T
sends the stationery to B. B upon discovering the facts, refuses to accept the stationery. Advice T.
Answer: T must take back the stationery as there is no contract between T and B; B never intended to enter into a
contract with T (Boulton v. Jones)
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1.5 LAWFUL OBJECT

Lawful consideration with lawful objects
Example: X, Y and Z enter into an agreement for the division among them of gains acquired by them by fraud.
The agreement is void as its object is unlawful.

Unlawful Object:
it is forbidden by law
it is of such a nature that, if permitted,
1. it would defeat the provisions of any law
Example: The Hindu Law is defeated by an agreement to give son in adoption in consideration of annual
allowance to the natural parents.
2. it is fraudulent; or it involves
Example: An agreement for the sale of goods for the purpose of smuggling them out of the country is void
and the price of the goods so sold, cannot be recovered.
3. implies injury to the person or property of another
Example: An agreement to print a book in violation of another’s copyright is void, as the object is to cause
injury to the property of another – Infringement of Copyright
4. the consideration is immoral
Examples:
1. A landlord cannot recover the rent of a house knowingly let to prostitute who carries on her
vocation there. Here, the object being immoral, the agreement to pay rent is void.
2. A agrees to let her daughter to hire to B for concubinage. s void, because it is immoral, though the
letting may not be punishable under the Indian Penal Code.
5. Opposed to public policy
Example: An agreement by the proprietors of a newspaper to indemnify the printers against claims
arising from libels printed in the newspaper is void as it implies or involves injury to the person of
another.
{CMA inter J11}
Agreements opposed to public policy
Trading with enemy
Commit a crime
stifling prosecution
Exception: compoundable offences under CrPC
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Example: A agrees to sell certain land to B in consideration of B abstaining from taking criminal proceeding
against A with respect to an offence which is compoundable – Valid Agreement
Interference with the course of justice:
Inducing any Judicial / Executive officer of the State to act partially or corruptly
Examples:
1. An agreement by A to reward B, who is an intended witness in a suit against A in consideration of B’s
absenting himself from the trial.
2. An agreement which contemplates the use of under-hand means to influence legislation is void.
Restraint of legal proceedings| Exception : arbitration | guarantee agreement on bank or financial institution
Example: In a contract with employer, an employee agrees not to institute any legal proceeding against his
employer.

{CMA inter D09}

Sale of public offices
Examples:
1. An agreement to pay money to a public servant in order to induce him to retire from his office so that
another person may secure the appointment – Void
2. An agreement to procure a public recognition like Padma Vibhushan for reward - void
Tending to create interest opposed to duty
Examples:
1. An agreement by an agent to receive without his principal’s consent compensation from another for the
performance of his agency – void
2. A, who is the manager of a firm, agrees to pass a contract to X if X pays to A `200,000 privately - void; the
agreement is void.
Restraint of parental rights
Restricting personal liberty
Restraint of marriage (other than a minor)
Note: If a person, being a major, agrees for good consideration not to marry, the promise is not binding and
considered as void agreement.
Marriage brokerage agreements - negotiate marriage for reward
Example: An agreement to pay money to a person hired to procure a wife - void
Note (Exception): Marriage bureau only provides information and doesn’t negotiate marriage for reward,
therefore, it is not covered under this point.
Interfering with marital duties
Fraud of creditors / revenue authorities
Employer – Employee Personal covenants: Not to compete | serve for competitor after employment.
Restraint of trade: lawful profession, trade or business | to that extent
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Exceptions: Restraints to carry on the business | Partial and reasonable
(a) Sale of goodwill: territorial limits | length of time
(b) Partners agreements: during partnership - Not to carry the same business as per the IPA, 1932 | On
Cessation - within specified period or within specified limits
(d) Trade Combinations: An agreement between traders or manufactures | object - to regulate business and
not to restrain
Case Law: Fraster & Co. v. Laxmi Narain: Not to sell their goods below a certain price, to pool profits or
output and to divide the same in an agreed proportion – Not a restraint and hence valid
(e) Negative stipulations in service agreements: lawful profession
Exceptions:
Statutory Provisions: Sale of Goods Act, LLP Act and Indian Partnership Act
Judicial Interpretations: Trade Combinations, Service Agreements and Sole or Exclusive dealing agreements
and Franchise

Maintenance and Champerty:
Valid unless – Unreasonable | Malicious Motive (Gambling)
Note:
Maintenance: An agreement in which a person promises to maintain suit in which he has no interest.
Champerty: An agreement in which a person agrees to assist another in litigation in-exchange of a promise
to hand over a portion of the proceeds of the action.
Agreements tending to create monopolies

Effects of illegality:
Collateral transactions – Illegal | Example: Brokerage Commission for smuggling activity
Breach: No recovery of money paid / property transferred
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Case Laws:
Case Law

Gist

Nordenfelt v.

Inventor / Mfr of guns and Ammunition

Maxim Nordenfelt Guns Co

Sold the business
Not to mfr anywhere in the world for 25 years

Mackenzie v. Sitarmiah:

A agreed to sell to B all the salt he manufactured

Decision
Protection of the company
|
Restriant - Valid
Valid

B agreed to buy such salt. A further agreed not to
sell salt to third-parties.
Niranjan Shanker Golikari

N entered into a bond with the company to serve

The Supreme Court, held

v. The Century Spinning

for a period of five years.

that

and Manufacturing Co. Ltd

In Case: N leaves his job earlier and joins elsewhere
with company’s competitor within five years, he
was liable for damages.
N was imparted the necessary training but he left

restraint

was

necessary

the

for

the

protection

of

the

company’s interests and
not such as the Court
would refuse to enforce.

the job and joined another company.
The former employer instituted a suit against N.
Superintendence Company

Supreme Court laid down that a restraint beyond

of India Ltd. v. Krishna

the term of service would be void and the only

Murgai:

ground on which it can be justified is by showing
it is necessary for the protection of the employers
goodwill.

Brahmputra Tea Co. Ltd. v.

the employee agreed with the employer firstly, not

The Court held that the

Scarth

to compete with latter after leaving the job and,

first condition is a restraint

secondly, not to injure employer’s interest during

of trade but the second is

employment.

binding.

Practical Problems
1. A licence to cut grass is given to X by the Forest Department under the Forest Act. One of the terms of licence
is that the licencee should not assign his interest under the licence without the permission of the Forest Officer,
and licencee is prescribed for a breach of this condition. But the observance of the conditions of the licence is not
obligatory under the Forest Act. If A in breach of the condition, agrees to assign his interest under the licence to
B, that agreement will be valid. Here, the assignment is not prohibited by law, the condition against assignment
has been imposed only for administrative purpose or solely for the protection of revenue.

2. B, a physician and surgeon, employs A as an assistant for a term of three years and A agrees not to practice as
a surgeon and physician during these three years.
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3. X promises to obtain for Y an employment in the Government service and Y promises to pay ₹ 1,500 to X. The
agreement is void, as the consideration for it is unlawful.

4. X promises to Y to drop a prosecution which he has instituted against Y for robbery, and Y promises to restore
the value of the things taken. The agreement is void as its object is unlawful.

5. A who is B’s mukhtr promises to exercise his influence, as such, with B in favour of C and C promises to pay `
1,000 to A. The agreement is void because it is immoral.

6. Can the agreement be enforced by the employer?
Answer: The employer will not be in position to enforce the contract because an agreement restricting the right
of legal proceedings is null and void ab initio as per section 28 of Indian Contract Act.

7. ‘X’ agreed to become an assistant for 5 years to ‘Y’ who was a Lawyer practicing at Delhi. It was also agreed
that during the term of agreement ‘X’ will not practice on his own account in Delhi. At the end of one year, ‘X’
left the assistantship of ‘Y’ and began to practice on his own account. Decide whether ‘X’ could be restrained from
doing so?
Answer: In the given case, X cannot be restrained by an injunction from doing so.

8. F sells the goodwill of his shop to G for ₹6,00,000 and promises not to carry on such business forever and
anywhere in India. Comment on the validity of the contract.
Answer: Unreasonable. Hence void

9. A borrows ₹500 from B to purchase certain smuggled goods from C. Can B recover the amount from A if
a) he knows of A’s purpose for which he borrows money
b) he does not know of A’s purpose
Answer: a) No. b) Yes.

10. A Promises to pay ₹500 to B who is an intended witness in a suit against A inconsideration of B’s absconding
himself at the trial. B absconds but fails to get the money. Can he recover?
Answer: No, as the agreement is unlawful, being opposed to public policy.
11. A advances ₹2,000 to B, a married women, to enable her to obtain a divorce from her husband. B agrees to
marry A as soon as she obtains a divorce. B obtains the divorce but refuse to marry A. Can A recover the amount?
Answer: No (Tikyat v. Manohar).
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1.6 AGREEMENTS WITH CERTAINITY

Certain Agreements: Certain with the terms / Consideration / objects / related facts
Examples
1. A agrees to sell to B “a hundred tons of oil” - void, uncertain as to which oil.
2. A, who is a dealer in coconut oil only agrees to sell to B a 100 tons of oil - valid
3. A agrees to sell to B “100 tons of rice at a price to be fixed by C”- valid.
4. A agrees to sell to B “my white horse for ₹5,000 or ₹10,000” - void, uncertain in price.
5. A agrees to sell to B all the grains in his granary at Ramnagar – Valid
6. A agrees to sell to B some garments. Here there is no mention about type, Quality and quantity – Terms are not
certain - void
7. P says to Q, “I will sell you a camera”, P owns three different types of cameras of various prices – No certainity

Consensus-ad-idem and Certainty:
Feature

Consensus-ad-idem

Certainty

Definition

Uncertainty in the mind

Not certain in terms

Example

X owned two horses, one black and

A agrees to sell to B “my white horse

the other white.

for ₹5,000 or ₹10,000”

He offered to sell one horse to Y.
X offered for black horse while
Y accepted for white offer in mind
Explanation

The mind of the offeree is not the same

There is no certainty in price as stated

as the offeror
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1.7 CONTINGENT CONTRACTS & WAGERING AGREEMENTS

Contingent contract: A contract to do or not to do something, if some event, collateral to such contract, does or
does not happen.
Examples
1. A contract to pay to B ₹ 10,000 if B’s house is burnt – A contingent contract.
2. A agrees to construct a swimming pool for B for ₹80,000 The payment is to be made by B only on the completion
of the pool - Not a contingent contract, as the completion of the work being the very thing contracted for, is not
collateral to the contract.
3. Contract of Insurance, Guarantee and Indemnity

Characteristics / Conditions:
Contingency in Future
Uncertain
Collateral event
Mere will of the promisor
Examples
1. A contract to pay B a certain sum of money when B marries C. C dies without being married to B. Is the contract
valid and enforceable?
- No, as the contract becomes void when C dies without being married to B.
2. A agree to pay B a sum of money if a certain ship does not return. The ship is sunk. A refuse to pay. Advise B.
- A can enforce the contract when the ship sinks

Types
Happening of an event
Example: A makes a contract with B to buy B’s house, if A survives C. The contract is enforceable unless and
until C dies in A’s lifetime.
Non-happening of an event
Example: A agrees to pay B a sum of money if a certain ship does not return. The contract is enforced when
the ship sunks.
Happening of a specified event within fixed time
Example: A promises to pay B a sum of money if a certain ship returns within a year. The contact may be
enforced if the ship returns, within the year, and becomes VOID if the ship is burnt within the year.
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Non-happening of a specified event within fixed time
Example: A promises to pay B a sum of money if a certain ship does not return within a year. The contract
may be enforced in the ship does not return within the year, or is brunt within the year.
Impossible Event
Example: A agrees to pay B 1,000 rupees if B will marry A’s daughter C. C was dead at the time of the
agreement. The agreement is void-ab-initio.

Note: Nature of Contract: Impossible event - void-ad-initio | other cases – valid

Wagering Agreement: An agreement to pay money / money’s worth on the happening / non-happening of a
specified uncertain event, which has the equal possibility of winning or losing.
Examples:
1. X and Y enter into an agreement that X shall pay to Y ₹ 1,000, if it rains on 26th January; and if it does not rain
on 26th January, Y will pay the same amount to X.
2. A and B enter into an agreement in which A promises to pay ₹ 2,00,000 provided ‘Chetak’ wins the horse race
competition.

Note
1. Nature: Wagering agreements – void | Collateral transaction – valid | Exception - State of Maharashtra and
Gujarat, declared to be illegal.
Example


A broker in a wagering transaction can recover his brokerage.



Money received by the agent on account of a wagering transaction can be taken back by the principal.



Case Law: Daya Ram v. Murlidhar: A instructs B to enter on his behalf into a wagering transaction. B loses in
the transaction and pays from his packet. B can recover the amount from A. | A cannot plea for wager



A and B of Delhi each deposit ₹1000 with C to abide by the result of a bet between them. A wins the bet. C
refuses to pay the amount to A. Can A recover the amount (i.e., ₹2,000) from C? Discuss.
Answer: A cannot recover the amount from C. But where the money has been paid to A, B cannot recover it.
Where it has not been paid to A, A and B can recover the amount deposited by them.

2. Crossword Puzzles and Competitions: correspondences to competitor’s solution – Similar to Lottery – Illegal
Case Law: State of Bombay vs. R.M.D. Chamarbangwala
Under IPC, the person responsible for running the lottery will not be punished under the Indian Penal Code.
3. An agreement to contribute toward plate, prize or sum of money of the value of ₹ 5,00,000 or above to be
awarded to the winner of a horse race – Non wager
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Wagers

Non-Wagers

Lottery transactions –

Chit funds (Lucky draw)

Illegal |Collateral Transactions – Illegal

A game of skill (Crossword puzzles, picture
competitions) and athletic competition, etc.

Speculative transactions (Gambling):

Prize Competition – Prize Money –less than ₹ 1000

Transaction to settle the difference between the
contract price and the market price | goods / shares

Stock Exchange transactions in which the delivery

| specified day

of shares or goods is given and taken.

Horse Race Transactions: Prize is less than ₹ 500

A contract of insurance – Contingent Contract

A study on Contract of Insurance & Wagering Agreement
Feature

Contract of Insurance

Nature

Wagering Agreement

Contract to indemnify the loss

An agreement to pay money / money’s worth
on the happening / non-happening of a
specified uncertain event, which has the equal
possibility of winning or losing.

Consideration

Premium

and

Compensation

No Consideration – Gambling Amount

Amount
Object

Insurable Interest

Contract

of

All

Insurances,

Betting on other’s life and family
except

life

Loser to pay the money on the uncertain event

Indemnity

insurance

Validity

Valid

Void

beneficial

Against

Public

Welfare

(towards society)

Practical Problems
1. X agrees to pay Y a sum of money if Y marries Z. Z marries F. Subsequently F dies and Z marries Y. Is X then
legally bound to pay the agreed sum? Decide stating reasons.
Answer: X is not liable to pay when Z marries F because in that case the marriage of Y with Z must be considered
impossible. If no time is specified and Z marries Y, X is bound to pay (Sec. 34)

{CMA inter J13}

2. A entered into a contract for the supply of timber to the Government One of the terms of the contract was that
the timber would be rejected if it is not approved by the Superintendent of the Gun Carriage Factory for which
the timber was required. The timber supplied was rejected. A filed a suit for breach of contract. Will he succeed?
Answer: No (Secretary of State for India v. Arathoon, (1879) Mad. 173)

3. Insurance contract is not a wagering contract – Explain
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Answer: The statement is true. Insurance contract is not wagering contract; because the insured has an insurable
interest is the subject matter. (wager means to bet, to gamble). In wagering contract, there is no interest of the
parties in the subject matter.

{CMA inter D01}

3. A took a bet of ₹500 with B that a certain horse would win a certain race. Under the agreement, A had to deposit
₹ 100 with B. Since A had no money he approached his friend C, who advanced the sum to him on the condition
that A has to return ₹200 if he won the bet against B, but to return nothing if he lose. A won the bet against B. Can
recover ₹200 from A?
Answer: No, it is a Wagering Agreement. Therefore, void.

4. X promise to pay ₹ 1,000 to Y, if Z delivers a male child, while Y promises to pay X the same amount, if she
does not deliver a male child.

5. A agrees to sell to B a horse for ₹20,000 if it wins a race and for ₹500 if it does not. The horse wins the race.
Advice the parties if1. B refuses to pay ₹20,000 and buy the horse.
2. A refuse to sell the horse to B.
3. B agrees to buy the horse for ₹10,000.
Answer: The agreement is a wager (Sec. 30).
1. A cannot compel B to buy the horse and pay ₹20,000.
2. B cannot compel A to sell the horse
3. A is not bound to sell the horse (Brogden v. Marriott, (1836) 3 Bing. N.C. 88)
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1.8 VOID AGREEMENT

Void agreement – An agreement not enforceable by law.
Cases
Agreement made by minor | unsound minded persons
Agreements made under a mutual mistake of fact
Agreements the consideration or object of which is unlawful or unlawful in part and not severable
Agreements made without consideration
Agreements in restraint of marriage (other than a minor), trade and legal proceedings
Agreements the meaning of which is uncertain
Agreements by way of wager
Agreements contingent on impossible events
Agreements to do impossible acts
Reciprocal – illegal
{CMA inter D01, D03}
Example: A agreed to buy a radio from B “on hire-purchase terms”. The terms are not specified. Is it a contract?
- No, the terms are not fixed

Restitution:
Return of benefit from the plaintiff under a void or voidable contract
Note:
1. Principal of Unjust Enrichment
2. Non – applicability - Incompetent parties
Examples:
1. An insurance company may rescind a policy on the ground that the material fact has not been disclosed. When
it does so, the premium collected by it in respect of the policy reduced by the amount of expenses incurred by it
in this connection must be paid to the policy holder.
2. A agrees to sell to B after 6 months a certain quantity of gold and receives ₹500 as advance. Soon after the
agreement, private sales of gold are prohibited by law – void, and A must return the sum of ₹500 to B.
3. A pays ₹500 in consideration of B promising to marry C, A’s daughter. C is dead at the time of the promise. The
agreement is void and B must pay back ₹500.
4. A, a minor borrowed ₹1000 from B - The minor cannot be asked to pay back ₹1,000 to B
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1.9 QUASI- CONTRACT

Quasi-Contract / Constructive Contracts: A contract in which one party is bound to pay money in consideration
of something done or suffered by the other party

Note:
1. Resembles a contract
2. A contract of Duty and not the promise of the party
3. Principle of Equity, Justice and Good Conscience
4. No contractual relationship exists but law makes out a contract for them
– There is no offer, no acceptance, no Consensus-ad-idem, no agreement and also no promise.
5. “Unjust Enrichment” - “No man must grow rich out of another person’s loss” Example: X supplies certain goods to Y. Y receives and consumes the goods supplied. Y is bound to pay the price.
Y’s acceptance of goods constitutes an implied promise to pay.

Cases
1. Claim for necessaries supplied to a person incapable of contracting or on his account
Example: A supplied rice and wheat to the wife and children of B, who is a lunatic. B has assets worth one
lakh of rupees. On non-payment, A can proceed against the assets of B
2. Reimbursement of a person paying money due by another in payment of which he is interested
Case Law: Exall v. Partridge - A left his carriage on B’s premises. B’s landlord seized the carriage as distress
for rent. A paid the rent to obtain the release of his carriage - A can recover the amount from B
3. Obligation of a person enjoying benefit of a non-gratuitous act
Example: A, a tradesman, sends some goods ordered by B. A’s servant delivers the goods by mistake at C’s
house. C uses the goods. A can recover the price of the goods from C, not from B.
4. Responsibility of finder of goods
Example: Mr. X finds the lost dog of Mr. Y and takes into his custody. Here, Mr. X has the same responsibility
as Bailee.
5. Liability of person to whom money is paid or thing delivered by mistake or under coercion
Example: A and B jointly owe ₹200 to C. A pays the amount to C. B, not knowing this fact, pays ₹100 over
again to C - C is bound, to repay the amount to B.
6. Quantum Meruit. This means “as much as is earned”, the payment in proportion to the amount of work done.
Conditions for applicability:
1. Discharge of original Contract | 2. Claim brought by the non-default party
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Raise of claim:
Void contract
Divisible – till the work completed
Indivisible (on completion) – deduction for bad work is allowed
Not on gratuitous act
Express / Implied to render services, but not to remuneration
Note: Damages are compensatory in nature while this is restitutory
Example: A undertook to write a book in six volumes. After completing four volumes A died. Can his legal
representatives get payment for the work done - Quantum Merit is not applicable -The contract to write the book
is indivisible.

Practical Problems
1. Is a claim enforceable on the ground of quantum meruit in the following cases?
a) A is employed as a managing director in a company. After he renders service for some time it is found that
the directors were not qualified to appoint him as such.
b) A decorates B’s flat and fits a wardrobe and a book-case for a lump sum of ₹15,000. The work is done but B
complains of faulty workmanship.
Answer: In cases a) and b), A can recover on quantum meruit for the work done by him under the contract and
the service rendered by him (Planche v. colburm; Craven Ellis v. Canons Ltd.

2. S & Co., a firm of printers, agree to print 1,000 copies of a book for B & Co., a firm of publishers. After printing
the book and delivering all copies to B & Co., S & Co., discover for the first time that parts of the book are libellous.
B & Co., are now refusing to pay S & Co., the contract price.
Answer: S & Co., can recover the printing charges on quantum meruit.

3. A pays some money to B by mistake. It is really due to C. Can C recover the amount from B?
Answer: No, as there is no privity of contract between B and C; but A can recover

4. D voluntary renders substantial assistance to B whose house was caught fire. Can D claim any compensation
from B for such assistance?
Answer: No, D cannot claim any compensation from B unless the circumstances show that he did not intend to
act gratuitously
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1.10. PERFORMANCE OF A CONTRACT

Performance: Completion / fulfillment of the promise
Example: A desires B, who owes him ₹100, to send him a note for ₹100 by post. The debt is discharged (promise
is fulfilled) as soon as B puts into the post a letter containing the note duly addressed to A.
Types:
Actual performance

Attempted performance / offer to perform / tender

As per the terms and conditions

When the performance becomes due, the promisor
(does not loose his right) offers to perform his

Prescribed Manner

obligation but the promisee refuses to accept the

One party performs and other party duty is to
perform

performance
Example: P promises certain goods to R. P takes the

Example: X buys a house from Y for ₹ 5 Lakhs. X pays

goods to the appointed place during business hours

the price and Y delivers the papers of the house.

but R refuses to take the delivery of goods

Reciprocal promises: Consideration | A promise for a promise
Example: A & B contract that A shall build a house for B at a fixed price. A’s promise to build the house must be
performed before B’s promise to pay for it.
Mutual and Independent

Conditional and dependent

Simultaneous / concurrent

X agrees Y to supply milk daily,

X promises to construct Y’s

Cash sales - delivery of goods and

while Y agrees to pay the price of

house, provided that Y supplies

payment of price

milk every month.

cement and bricks

Note:
1. Order of performance is material
2. Simultaneous promise - the promisor is not bound to perform, unless the promisee is ready and willing to
perform his promise.

Alternative promise: Contracts with Legal and Illegal Object | The legal branch can alone be performed
Examples:
1. A and B agree that A shall pay B 1000 rupees for which B shall afterwards deliver to A either rice or smuggled
opium - Valid contract to deliver rice, and a void agreement as to the opium.
2. A and B agree that A shall sell to B a house for ₹10,000 but that, if B uses it as a gambling house, he shall pay A
₹5000 for it - The first set of promises is a contract, but the second set is a void agreement
{CMA Inter J10}
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The persons liable for performance
By promisor himself (If of personal skill)
Example: X promises to paint a picture for Y. He will have to do himself as it involves his personal skill,
cannot be enforced either by X’s representatives.
By agent- if not of personal skill
By legal representatives - in case of death of the promisor
Example: A promises to deliver goods to B on a certain day on payment of ₹ 1,000. A dies before that day.
A’s representatives are bound to deliver the goods to B, and B is bound to pay ₹ 1,000 to A’s representatives.
Third Parties (stranger): If the performance is accepted by the promisee (authorization / ratification is
immaterial)
Example: A received certain goods from B promising to pay ₹ 1,00,000. Later on, A expressed his inability to
pay. C, who is known to A paid ₹ 60,000 on behalf of A. However A was not aware of this payment – Here,
B can sue only for the remaining amount ₹ 40,000.
By joint promisors - All promisors jointly |Deceased partner - legal representative
Note:
1. Any one promisor may be compelled to pay and the loss may be shared by the others in the case of default.
2. A legal representative is liable only to the extent of property of the deceased received by him.
Examples:
1. A, B and C jointly promise to pay D ₹ 3,000. A and B are untraceable – D shall compel C to pay in full
2. A, B and C jointly promise to pay D the sum of ₹3000. C is compelled to pay the whole. A is insolvent, but
his assets are sufficient to pay one-half of his debts. C is entitled to receive ₹500 from A’s estate and ₹1250
from B.
3. F, B and G jointly borrowed ₹ 5,00,000 from W. The whole amount was repaid to W by B. Decide whether
i. B can recover the contribution from F and G | ii. If F has died | iii. G is insolvent
Answer:
i. B can recover the contribution from F and G because F, B and G are joint promisors.
ii. Legal representatives of F are liable to pay the contribution to B. However, a legal representative is liable
only to the extent of property of the deceased received by him.
iii. B also can recover the contribution from G's assets.

{CMA inter D10}

Miscellaneous:
Effect of refusal to perform –
Terminate if not given by acquiescence | Claim for damages
Examples:
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1. A, singer, enters into contract with B, the manager of a theatre to sing for two nights in every week during
next two months, and B engages to pay ₹ 1,00,000 for every night. On the 6th night, A wilfully absents herself
from the theatre. B is at liberty to put an end to the contract.
If B allows (acquiescence) A to sing on 6th night, then B loses his right to terminate.
2. A servant is employed for one year on a monthly salary of ₹800, the whole salary to be paid at the end of
the year. The servant wrongfully leaves the service after six months – Not entitled to any salary.
Effect of neglect of promisee to afford the promisor reasonable facilities for performance.
Examples:
1. If an apprentice refuses to learn, the teacher cannot be held liable for non - teaching.
2. A contracts with B to repair B’s home. B neglects to point out to A the places to repair. It is not A’s fault.

Demand (Claim) for performance: Promisee| Deceased - Legal representative (jointly)
Examples:
1. X promises Y to pay Z ₹ 5,000. X does not pay the sum to Z. Here Z cannot bind X for the payment. It is only
the promisee, Y who can enforce the promise against the promisor, X.
2. A makes a promise to three joint promisees X, Y and Z. X and Y die before the promise is performed - Legal
representatives of X and Y jointly with Z shall demand for performance

Time / Manner of performance: Prescribed / sanctioned by promise | by agreement | Reasonable time
Examples:


Supply of order of books by a bookseller to the publisher given in July should be performed within 4-5 days,
being the time for the demand of books. If such order is given in May, it may take 20-30 days or so, as the
season for the books will start in July.



A owes B 2,000 rupees. B accepts some of A’s goods in reduction of the debt. The delivery of the goods
operates as a part payment.



A promise to deliver goods at B’s warehouse on the first January. On that day A bring the goods to B’s
warehouse, but after the usual hour for closing it, and they are not received. A has not performed his promise.



A cycle company, X undertakes to deliver 100 cycles to Y on a fixed day. X should ask Y to appoint a
reasonable place for the delivery of cycles and must deliver the cycles to Y at that place.

Appropriation of payments:
As per the act:

Rule in Clayton’s Case (Current account) –

Indicated - Debtor’s choice

Implied appropriation

No indication - Creditor’s right

Order of receipts and payments as entered.

Else - In order of time (as per law) /

(The first item on the debit side of the account is

proportionate (Equal outstanding)
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Examples:
1. X lent to Y three sums of ₹100, ₹200 and ₹500, Y sent a sum of ₹100 asking (indicating) X to appropriate
this money towards the third debt of ₹500. X wants to appropriate this money to the first loan – Not vaild
2. A owes B two sums, one for ₹1,000 which is barred by limitation and another for ₹1,500 which is not
barred. A pays B ₹500 on account generally (not indicated). Later B sues for ₹1,500. A pleads (i) As to
₹1,000 that it was time-barred; and (ii) as to ₹1,500 a part payment of ₹500 – B’s choice to appropriate.

Essence of Time
Feature

Commercial contracts

Other contracts

Essence

Yes

Presumption | Stipulation

Voidable contract

before the agreed time

within reasonable time

Effects

Claim compensation

Claim compensation

Example

Sale of gold and shares

Mortgaged bond – which can

Waive to repudiate

be regained even after the due date
Note: In the case of sale of land, time may be made an essence by express words.

{CMA inter D08}

Assignment of contract: Transfer to a third party | Terminates the original party
1. Act of the parties
Contractual Liabilities

Contractual Rights

Non – applicability:

1. Personal skill / ability / other personal qualification

1. Personal skill / ability / other personal qualification

Example: X owes Y ₹100. The creditor can transfer the

Example: A painter has to perform his own contract
2. Obligation
Example: X owes ₹100 to Y and Y owes ₹ 100 to Z. Y
cannot ask Z to recover from X unless there is another

right of recovery to Z from X.
2. Actionable claim (in writing and notice to be given
to the debtor)
Example: Right to collect rent

contract between X and Z for the purpose.
2. Operation of law. Death | Insolvency
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1.11 BREACH OF A CONTRACT

Breach: Failure / Non - completion / Non - fulfillment of the promise
Types
1. Actual Breach
Due date of performance: one party fails
Example: X agreed to sell his car to Y on 1st June.
But on 1 June X refused to sell the car to Y.

During its performance: one party performs and other
fails / refuses to perform | performs in un-prescribed
manner

st

Note:
Note: Time, not on essence – Accept
the performance and claim compensation

Example: X, a manufacture, contracts to supply 500 shoes
to a dealer Y. After supplying 200 shoes, Y refuses for the
remaining delivery.
Note: Non-essential terms – Claim damages only

2. Anticipatory Breach:

{CMA Inter J11}

No intention to perform or unwillingness
Express / implied

Examples:
1. X contracted to supply to Y 100 pieces of spark plugs on 15th December 2005. Before the due date of performance,
X informed Y that he is not going to supply the spark plugs at all – Express Intention
2. A agrees to sell his white horse to B for ₹ 50,000 on 10th August 2019, but sells to C on 1st August – Implied by
the conduct of A.
Case Laws: Hochester v. De La Tour | Avery v. Bowden | Frost v. Knight

Effects:
1. Discharge and bring an immediate action for damages
2. Operative and wait till the time of performance arrives
Note: Take the advantage of any subsequent event which discharges the contract.
Example: X agreed to sell his horse to Y on 1 st December, 2005. But before this date X informed Y that he
would not sell his horse at all. However, Y did not accept the refusal and kept the contract alive till 1 st
December, 2005. The horse died before this date – No subject matter, Void contract. Cannot recover any
damages
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Remedies
1. Rescission: Absolved from all the obligations
Note: Valid rescission gets the right to claim compensation
Example: X promises Y to supply him a scooter on 27th and Y promises to pay its price on receipt of the scooter.
X does not supply the scooter on 27 th, Y is absolved from paying its price.

2. Claim for Specific Performance (as per Specific Relief Act)
“Grant” Cases (No alternate solution exists):
No standard to ascertainment | Compensation in money - inadequate / cannot be received
“Non – Grant” Cases (Alternate solution exists):
Uncertain

Personal nature (contract to marry)

Inequitable

Ultra vires of its MOA

Revocable in nature

Unable to supervise the carrying out by the court

By the trustee in breach of trust

Adequate remedy for damages

3. Claim for Injunction: performance of the negative terms of a contract
Note: Negative term –
Some act being promised not to be done
Negative in substance, but not in form

4. Claim for ‘Quantum Meruit – as much as is earned’

5. Claim for Damages
Types of Damages
Ordinary damages - Damages arising in the usual course of things
Case law: Hadley vs Baxendale
Note: Compensation = (contract price - market price) on the date of breach.
Special damages - probable result of the breach | special loss | previous notice required
Vindictive / Exemplary damages - compensation for the loss suffered
Cases: Breach of a promise to marry | Wrong dishonour of a cheque by a banker
Case Law: Gibbins vs West Minister Bank
Nominal damages - No loss / damage | Right to decree |Court awards a nominal sum
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Case Law: Brace v. Calder - B was an employee in a partnership firm for a certain period. The firm was
dissolved before the expiry of the period for which he was employed. Two of the partners continued the
business and offered to employ B. B refused. B is entitled to claim only nominal damages as the continuing
partners were willing to employ B who refused to accept the employment
Damages from carriers, claimed even without notice for deterioration (physical damage and also loss of
special opportunity for sale) caused to goods by delay in transit.
Stipulated Damages / Prefixed Damages:
The sum payable as damages at the time of formation of the contract in case of breach in performance as
follows:
1.

Liquidated Damages: The fixed /ascertained sum, being fair & genuine pre-estimate of the probable
loss occurring as a result of breach of contract
Point to ponder: An assessment of loss | Effective & recoverable

2.

Penalty: The sum disproportionate to the damages likely to occur as a result of breach.

Note:


Has no concern with the probable loss likely to occur



Only a reasonable compensation will include the stipulated damages.

Examples:
1. A contracts with B to pay B ₹1000, if he fails to pay B ₹500 on a given day. A fails to pay B ₹500 on that
day. B is entitled to recover from A such compensation, not exceeding ₹1000 as the Court considers
reasonable.
2. A borrows Rs. 100 from B and gives him a bond for Rs. 200 payable by five yearly instalments of Rs. 40,
with a stipulation that, in default of payment of any instalment, the whole shall become due. This is a
stipulation by way of penalty.
3. A contracts with B that, if A practices as a surgeon within Calcutta, he will pay B ₹5000. A practices as
a surgeon in Calcutta. B is entitled to such compensation, not exceeding ₹5000, as the Court considers
reasonable.
{CMA inter D01, J04, D05, J06}
Rules to determine the stipulation
The court will not bound to interchangeability of stipulated words by the parties.
Essential: Liquidated Damages – Pre-estimate of loss Penalty – disproportionate to the damages.
Decided on the terms and circumstances at the time of formation of contract &not at the time of breach.
The sum may be partly paid up as liquidated damages & partly paid up as penalty.
Penalty in the case when sum is more than the actual loss & for not paying on the time fixed.
Indian Law – Both are same, but English Law makes it different
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Note:
1. The injured party is entitled w.r.t. ordinary and special damages
2. Compensation is not given for remote/ indirect loss or damage
3. The effect is the same if it is a quasi-contract.

Miscellaneous
Damages for loss of reputation – Not Recoverable
Note: Exceptions,


Bankers on wrong refusal of honoring a customer’s cheque.



Businessman - damages w.r.t. to the loss



Non-businessman - only nominal Damages
Damages for inconvenience and discomfort – Recoverable on the ground of fairness



Mitigation of Damages – Reasonable steps to be taken to mitigate the loss
Note: No Claim on reasonable avoidance |loss due to own neglect after the breach



Difficulty in assessment: Recoverable w.r.t certainty/ precision on the best estimate by the court.



Cost of decree: Recoverable, in addition to the damages, is at the discretion of the court.



Damages agreed upon in advance – The sum stated to be paid or other stipulation by way of a penalty.
Note: The reasonable compensation not exceeding the amount can be received on breach.



Damages by way of penalty – not allowed. Except – Bail bond/public interest/ performance of public
duty.



Damages for breach of service contract



Interest on payments of money from agreed date till actual date of payment.

Practical Problems
1. A, a singer, enters into a contract with B, the manager of a theatre, to sing in his theatre two nights in every
week during the next two months and B agrees to pay her at the rate of ₹100 for each night. On the sixth night A
willfully absents himself. Deal the following cases on the claim for compensation.
(a) B, in consequence rescinds the contract.
(b)With the assent of B, A sings on the seventh night. But on the following day, B puts an end to the contract.
Can A claim damages for breach of contract? - Advice A.
Answer: On the sixth night when A willfully absents herself from the theatre, B is at liberty to put an end to the
contract.
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(a) Here, B can claim the damages
(b) If sings on the seventh night with the consent of B, B has signified his acquiescence in the continuance of the
contract and cannot now put an end to it. Here, A can claim the damages.

2. A agreed to erect a plant for B by 31 st January, 1991. The contract provided that B should pay ₹500 per month
for every month that A took beyond the agreed date. A was late by six months. B sued A for ₹6,500 the actual loss
caused to him as a result of the delay. To what damages, if any, is B entitled?
Answer: ₹3,000 (Hadley v. Baxendale, Sec. 73).

3. Owing to A’s failure to lend B ₹10 lakhs as agreed, B was unable to perform a Government contract. The
Government sued him to judgement and he is turn sued A for compensation under the following heads:
i.

loss of profits on the Government contract,

ii. loss of future contracts with the Government.
iii. damages and cost of the suit awarded to the Government,
iv. his cost of defending the suit,
v.

mental distress and consequential ill health, and

vi. loss of reputation in his business as a contract. What will A have to pay?
Answer: If the fact that the money was required by B for the execution of a particular contract was known to A,
he will be liable under heads (i), (iii) and (iv). Damages under heads (ii), (v) and (vi) will not be recoverable as
they are to pay excess interest that B will have to pay in raising a loan of ₹10 lakhs from some other source on the
date of A’s failure to lend (Sec. 73).

4. M, a retailer of milk, supplied C with milk which was consumed by C and his family. The milk contained
typhoid germs and C’s daughter was infected thereby and died. Discuss the legal position of the parties.
Answer: C can recover damages from M (Frost v. Aylesbury Dairy Co. Ltd., (1925) 1 K.B. 608.

5. S agreed to act as sales manager for Company X for a period of three years at a monthly salary of ₹1000. S
worked for six months and then left and jointed another company at a higher salary. What are the rights of
Company X?
Answer: Company X may not only treat the contract as rescinded but also bring suit against S to recover any
monetary loss suffered by it as a result of the breach.

6. In a bond there is a stipulation for payment of compound interest on failure to pay simple interest at (a) the
same rate as simple interest, (b) a higher rate as was payable on the principal. Discuss whether this stipulation is
a penalty.
Answer: Payment of compound interest on default (a) at the same rate as simple interest is not a penalty within
the meaning of Sec. 74 [Ganga Dayalv. Bachu Mal, (1906) 25 All. 26]. (b) at a rate higher than simple interest is a
penalty within the meaning of Sec. 74 [Sunder Koer v. Rai Sham Krishan, (1905) 34 Cal. 150].
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1.12 DISCHARGE OF A CONTRACT

Discharge of a contract: Obligations comes to an end | Terminates the contractual relationship
{CMA Inter J13, J07}
Discharges:
1.

Performance of a Contract – Obligations fulfilledw.r.t. Actual/ Attempted performance

2.

Breach of a contract – w.r.t. Actual breach and Anticipatory breach

3.

Agreement / consent – Expressed / implied

(a) Novation - New contract | between the same parties (new terms) / new parties
Note:


Essential - Mutual consent | Legal Enforceability | Terms of old contract – not entertained



Applicable -before the expiry of the original performance



Substitution in present contract only

Example: X has to pay ₹1000 to Y, while Y has to pay the same amount to Z. Under which X will pay to
Z. This is a new contract between X and Z terminating the old one between X and Y.

(b) Alteration – Change in terms
Note:


Reviving of the original contract is possible



Applicability - Non – performance for a longer time.

Examples:
1. X agreed to supply to Y 50 bags of rice at the rate of ₹100 per bag. The delivery was to be made in five equal
installments, the first supply was to commence from 1st June. Subsequently, X and Y entered into an agreement
that the deliver would be made in two equal installments and the price would be ₹105 per bag – change in
terms.
2. A owes B 10,000 rupees. A enters into an arrangement with B, and gives B a mortgage of his (A’s) estate for
5,000 rupees in place of the debt of 10,000 rupees.

(c) Rescission – Cancellation of terms
Note: Involves Novation | Proper communication |Revocation is applicable
Case Law: Long v. Lloyd - S induced R to buy his motorcycle saying that it was in a very good condition. After
taking the motorcycle, R complained that there were many defects in the motorcycle. S proposed to get it
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repaired and promised to pay 40% cost of repairs after a few days, the motorcycle did not work at all. Now R
wants to rescind the contract- As R is aware of the misrepresentation, Rescission is not applicable.

(d) Remission – Lesser fulfillment
Examples:
1. Acceptance of less money, while the sum is due
2. X owed ₹5000 to Y, X paid ₹2000 to Y, and Y accepted it in full satisfaction. In this case, X is discharged from
his liability of ₹5000.

(e) Waiver – Abandonment of the rights
Example: X promised to paint a picture for Y. Afterwards, Y forbade him to do so. In this case, Y has waived
his right to claim the performance. And thus, X is no longer liable to perform the promise.
Note: Withdrawal by giving reasonable notice is possible

(f) Acceptance by any other satisfaction
Example: A owes B ₹5000. C pays to B ₹1000 and B accepts them, in satisfaction of his claim on A.

4.

Impossibility
(a) Initial Impossibility – existing at the time of formation of contract | void – ab-initio
Absolute impossibility - known to the parties
Examples:
1. An agreement to take out milk from a well
- Physical Impossibility
2. An agreement to double the currency notes – Legal Impossibility
Mutual Mistake – unknown to the parties | Ignorance
Example: X sold Y some goods being in transit. The truck carrying the goods was destroyed by fire

(b) Supervening / Subsequent / Post - contractual Impossibility (Doctrine of Frustration)
Occurrence of an unexpected event
A change of circumstances beyond the contemplation of parties
Nature:
1. Void Contract / Excuse Cases
Destruction of subject-matter of contract
Example: The car used for journey under a contract is destroyed
Non-existence/ Non-occurrence of a particular state of things
Example: X agrees to Y marry his son with his Y’s daughter. X’s son goes mad
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Death or incapacity for personal service
Example: An artist undertook to sing in a theatre on a particular day. But the artist being too ill cannot do
so
Change of or stepping in of a person with statutory authority
Example: Ban of interstate trade of rice on a particular period
Outbreak of war
Example: Contracts with Alien Enemies
2. Valid Contract / Non - Excuse Cases
Difficulty in performance – w.r.t. difficulty, cost, troublesome, profit
Example: M/s. W agreed to supply 1000 cotton shirts to M/s. R at INR 300 per shirt by 31.05.2013. On.
01.02.2013 M/s. W informs the retailer that he is not willing to supply the shirt as the price of shirt
increased to INR informs 350 each. Examine the right of M/s. R.

{CMA inter J13}

Commercial impossibility
Examples:
1. Availability of raw materials at higher prices
2. Higher rate of Wages
3. Sudden devaluation on currency
Failure of a third person on whose work the promisor relied
Example: A cycle distributor enters into a contract with Y to supply 100 Hero Bicycles. Hero Bicycles did
not manufacture bicycles. A is liable to pay the damages caused to Y because of the non-performance of
the contract.
Strikes, lock-outs and civil disturbances
Example: X of Madras agreed to supply Y, brass wares in December. But because of the communal riots
from August to December, the city remained disturbed and X could not supply the brass wares.
Failure of one of the objects
Example: X promised Y to supply rice and wheat each of 10kgs, but due to unavailability of rice X did not
supply wheat also
Self –induced
Example: A promisor is not discharged from his liability if he is arrested or prosecuted
{CMA inter D03, D04, J06}
5.

Lapse of time:
Non – performance within the period of limitation
Court takes no action

6.

Operation of law
Death
Example: X an expert, agreed with Y to translate some part of book from French to English died before
the translation work started -The contract involves personal qualification of promisor X.
Merger: Inferior to superior right | Same party but new party
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Insolvency –
Material alteration - Unauthorized alteration of the terms of a written agreement | Terms – Amount of
money / Date of payment / Place of Payment
Example: X contracted to sell his plot of 500 sq. yards to Y for ₹10 Lakhs. The sale deed was executed
which was in possession of A. Before the registration of the sale deed X altered the deed and made it a
deed for the sale of 300 sq. yards plot for ₹10 Lakh - Y is not bound to purchase the plot.

Practical Problems
1. A owes B 1000, rupees under a contract. B owes C 1,000 rupees. B orders A to credit C with 1,000 rupees in his
books, but C does not assent to the arrangement, B Still owes C 1000 rupees, and no new contract has been entered
into.

2. P let premises in Calcutta to D in January, 1942, at a high rent for opening a restaurant, the agreement to remain
in force as long as British European troops would remain stationed in Calcutta. Although British European
troops continued to be stationed in the town, the particular locality of the restaurant was declared out of bounds
for the troops and thus D lost their custom. D refused to pay P the dues of rent on the plea of frustration of contract
- P can claim the rent from D as this case is not covered by supervening impossibility [Sacthindra Nath v. Gopal
Chandra]

3. A owned a room in a hotel which was hired to B for watching the coronation procession of King Edward II, at
$ 141 payable at the time of the contract. $100 were paid in cash. But before the balance was paid, the procession
was cancelled. B filed a suit for the recovery of the amount he had paid - B can recover $100 paid in cash and is
not bound to pay the balance $ 41. But if A has incurred some expense in partial performance of the contract, he
can claim compensation

4. A shipbuilder contracted to build and supply a ship of specified dimensions according to a model to be
approved by the buyers, it being a term of the contract that the ship was to carry a certain dead weight on a certain
draught. The model was approved and it was subsequently found to be a mathematical impossibility to produce
a ship which would fulfill the terms of the contract - The shipbuilder can plead impossibility of performance in a
suit against him by the buyer

5. A contracted to supply B a certain quantity of ‘Finland Birch Timber’ to be delivered at Bombay from July to
October 1939. No deliveries were made before September 1939 when World War II broke out. Transport was
disorganized and A could not get any timber from Finland- A is not discharged from his obligation [(Blackburn
Bobbin Co. v. Allen & Sons]

6. The unloading of a ship was delayed beyond the date agreed with the ship owners owing to a strike of dock
laborers. On a suit by the ship-owners for damages, the plea of impossibility of performance was raised - The
ship-owners can claim damages.
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2. THE SALE OF GOODS ACT, 1930
Introduction
Subsumed Section 76 to 123 | Indian Contract Act, 1872
The sale of goods, 1930
Enacted on 01.07.1930
Sales of goods unless expressive

Non applicability:
Sale of service
pledge of goods
barter
exchange of goods
mortgage of property

Goods: Movable property and
Includes
Stocks | Shares
Forest Products and Trees
growing crops, grass and things
attached to or forming part of the land
which are agreed to be severed before sale or contract of sale
Fixed Deposit Receipts (FDR)
Excludes
Money
Actionable claims (unsecured debt)
Consideration or Price: money or in terms of money
Property: legal ownership of the goods
Form of contract: Express | Implied | in any form

Definitions
Sale: A bargain between the buyer and the seller
Buyer: who buys or agrees to buy
Seller: who sells or agrees to sell

Mercantile Agent:
Authorised: sell | consign | buy | raise money on the security of goods

Classification of Agents
1.

Factors: Sells goods (in his possession) / buy goods for his principal

2.

Brokers: Makes contracts (Ordinary course of business) with other parties for a commission

3.

Auctioneers: sells goods by auction
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4.

Del Credere Agent: Extra remuneration |guarantees for the credit payment of the goods

5.

Bankers: Customer’s Agent | Buys / sells securities | collects cheques | dividends | bills or promissory
notes

6.

Partners: Mutual agents

Document of Title of Goods:
Proof of the possession
Control of goods (by endorsement / delivery).
An unconditional undertaking to deliver the goods to the holder of the document.
Evidences to:
Possessor’s right over the goods
Buyer’s right to receive
Seller’s duty to transfer

List of Documents:
Bill of Lading | Delivery orders
Wharfinger’s certificate
Railway Receipt / warrant / order
Warehouse keeper’s certificate
Dock warrant | Title deeds
Multimodal Transport Certificate
Not Documents:
1.

Share certificate merely showing the person is entitled to the shares, cannot endorse on the back of the
certificate to transfer the shares.

2.

Mate’s receipt - Not a document of title, being a mere acknowledgement for the receipt of goods

Property: Right of ownership | Excludes - special property
Example: A pledges goods to B. Here A has general ownership and B has special interest in the goods to the extent
of the amount of advance he has made.

Quality of goods includes their state and condition.
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2.1 CONTRACT OF SALE
Sale:

{CMA inter D06 & D08}

1.

Transfer or agrees to transfer

2.

the property

3.

for a price

4.

includes Contract to sell

Example: X sells his cycle to Y for ₹200 - The ownership of the cycle has been transferred from X to Y for a price
of ₹200.

Agreement to sell: Sale at a future date (subject to certain conditions)

{CMA inter D06 & D08}

Example: X agrees with Y to sell his cycle for ₹200 on 10th of next month.

Sale and Agreement to sell
An Agreement to sell becomes Sales
on expiry of time and
on fulfillment of conditions
eature

Sale

Agreement to sell

Transfer of property

Immediate

Future date

Nature of Contract

Executed (immediate)

Executory contract

Express / Implied
Nature of Goods

Ascertained / Specific

Future / contingent

Nature of ownership

Absolute Owner

Future owner

Nature of Delivery

Immediate /

Future

installments / future
Nature of Performance

Unconditional

Conditional

Risk of loss

Buyer

Seller (Risk remains with owner)

Right

Just in rem

Just in personum

Resale of goods

unless on agreement

Possible

Seller Insolvent

Recover goods from the

Claim only for the ratable dividend,

official receiver / Assignee

if paid

Return goods to the

Need not deliver the goods until he

official receiver / Assignee.

is paid

Breach by seller

Deliver / sue for the damages.

Sue for the damages only

Breach by Buyer

Sue for the price

Sue for damages

Immaterial of possession

Immaterial of possession

Buyer Insolvent

{CMA inter D08, J10 & J11}
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Formation of contract: Stipulation w.r.t. time
Delivery of goods

+

Payment of price

1

Immediately

In future

2

In future

Immediately

3

Immediately

Immediately

4

Postponement

Postponement

5

In installments

In installments

Classification of goods
Existing Goods: Ownership | Possession | In existence
(at the time of sale)
1.

Specific Goods: Goods are identified and finally agreed upon at the time of making the contract of sale

2.

Ascertained goods (defined by interpretation): Goods subsequent to the formation of contract of sale,
identified from a large quantity or lot
(Ascertained goods are used in the same sense as specified goods)

3.

Unascertained Goods: Goods not identified or agreed upon at the time of making the contract of sale, but
are defined by description / sample and generally form a part out of a lot

Example:
X approaches Y, to buy a T.V.
Y shows X many brands.
Out of that, X agrees to buy a Samsung 32” TV
Here, specific goods - Samsung 32”
Ascertained goods – Samsung 32” is identified from a variety of brands
Unascertained goods – All the brands

Future Goods:
No ownership
No Possession
To be manufactured / produced / acquired after making the contract of sale.
Note: Never an actual sale
Exception: “Nemo quo habet”
Example: A contract to sell oil (to be extracted) from the refineries owned by him or not yet obtained from pressing
of seeds, for which he is not the owner

Contingent Goods
Future goods
Contingent event
Note: Right occurs on happening of the contingency
Example:
Goods to arrive | Future Crops | Eggs
X contracts to sell Y 100 quintals of wheat @ ₹200 per quintal, provided there would be good rain and crop.
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Destruction (perishes) of Goods and nature of contract for specific goods
Before the sale - void
(even if a part perishes / damages)
Example: X agrees with Y to supply him 100 tons of pure ghee, which were properly identified. 25 of these
were stolen. Y is not bound to take the delivery of the remaining 75 tins and the contract is void.
After agreement to sell but before sale –
avoided before risk passes to the buyer
Note:
The party responsible for the fault shall be liable for the loss
If neither the seller nor the buyer is responsible for the loss,
then the contract is
Valid (w.r.t. to the buyer) – on transfer of ownership to the buyer and liable for the loss even the
delivery is not taken.
Avoidable (w.r.t. to the seller) – on non-transfer of ownership to the buyer, so not liable for the loss

Ascertainment of price:

{CMA inter J13}

Mutual agreement
Payment of reasonable price (in the absence of agreement)
Valuation of a third party (else reasonable price is paid)
Note
Earnest money: Advance amount
Forfeiture for the fault by the promisor
Prescribed manner
Prevention of valuation for a third party
– The aggrieved party may sue
Non-delivery in time – contract may be avoided.

Sale and Similar Contracts

Feature
Transfer of

Sale
Immediately

Property
Consideration

Bailment
Only possession
transfers

Price

Gratuitous /
Non- gratuitous

Governing Act

Return of goods

The Sales of

The Indian

Goods Act, 1930

Contract Act, 1872

Not possible

The condition itself is to return the
goods in the same or altered form
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Feature

Sale

Hire Purchase
Agreement

Transfer of property

Immediately

Future date (subject to)

Nature

Absolute /

Conditional

Conditional
Consideration

Price

Hire charges

Position

Owner

Bailee

Termination

No termination

Terminate at any stage

Must pay

No enforcement

for the goods

for payment

Payment

Reduces the price

Reduces only

by installments

towards goods

on agreement

Risk of Loss

Seller’s risk, if buyer

No risk for the owner

is insolvent

| right to take back
the goods

Governing Act

The Sales of

The Hire-Purchase

Goods Act, 1930

Act, 1972

Resale of goods

Possible

Possible if agreed

Condition &

Subject to

NOT such

warranty
{CMA inter J04 & D06}

Feature

Sale

Contract of work
and labor

Definition

sale of goods

To do / render services

Example

Buying a painting

An artist asked
to paint a picture
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2.2 CONDITION AND WARRANTY
Condition

Warranty

Essential to the contract

Collateral to the contract

Non-fulfillment defeats

Sale stands valid

the very purpose of the buyer
Can repudiate /

Can claim for damages only

claim damages / both

Impossible by law implies no claim

Governed by

Governed by

The Sales of Goods Act, 1930.

The Indian Contract Act, 1872.

Condition can be treated

Warranty cannot be treated

as warranty

as condition

Example: X approached Y, a bus dealer, to purchase a bus “suitable for touring purpose”. Y suggested that a
VOLVO bus would be fit for the purpose. Relying upon this statement, X bought a VOLVO bus with a warranty
period of year. Later on, the bus turned out to be unfit for the touring purpose.
Condition: X shall reject the bus and demand the refund of the price.
Warranty: If there occurs any fault (horn failure) in the warranty period (for 1 year), X cannot repudiate the
contract but can claim for replacement or damages as per the contractual terms.

Types of Conditions
Express Condition: It is open to add any number of conditions
Example: With a view to boost the sales HM Automobiles sells a motorcar to Mr. X on trial basis for a period of
three days with a condition that if Mr. X is not satisfied with the performance of the car, he can return the car.
However, the car was destroyed in a fire accident at the place of Mr. X before the expiry of three days – HM
Automobiles has to bear the loss

Implied Condition: presumed by law, unless expressly excluded
1.

{CMA inter D07}

Implied Undertaking:
Sale – Right to sell the goods
Agreement to sell - Right to sell the goods
Note: Defective title – the buyer has to return the goods to the true owner and shall claim the price from the
seller.
Example: X bought a second hand car from Y, a car dealer. After a few months, the car was taken by the police
as it was stolen one and X was forced to return the car to the true owner.

2.

Sale of goods by description, goes to the root of the contract
Principle: “If you contract to sell peas, you cannot compel to take beans”
Descriptions / Examples: Egyptian Cotton, Waste Silk, Java Sugar, Jute bales of specified shipment and steel
of specified dimensions.
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3.

Sale by Sample:
a.

Bulk shall match with the sample

b.

the buyer is given reasonable opportunity to compare the bulk with the sample

c.

free from defect - Merchantable.

Example: In the case of sale by sample of two parcels of wheat, the seller allowed the buyer an inspection of
the smaller parcel alone. The buyer has the entitlement to reject the goods.
4.

Sale by sample and description: The sale should correspond both by sample and description also
Example: A contracts to sell B, by showing sample, certain quantity of sunflower oil described as ‘foreign
refined sunflower oil’. The oil when delivered matches with the sample, but is not foreign refined sunflower
oil – Here B can repudiate the contract.

5.

{CMA inter D11}

Quality and fitness – No implied condition, but may rely on seller’s skill and judge
Example: X, a customer had no knowledge about hot water bottles. He went to Y a chemist and demanded
a hot water bottle from him. Y gave a bottle to him and stated that it was meant for hot water and not for
boiling water. After a few days, while using the bottle, it burst and injured X’s wife. It was found that the
bottle was not fit for use as a hot water bottle and the seller was held liable for damages.

{CMA inter J02}

Case Law: Priest v. Last | Grant v. Australian Knitting Mills
Note:
Exception to seller’s skill and judgement:
“Caveat Emptor- Let the buyer be aware”,
applicable even for trademark / patent name
Example: Buying Merrit (Brand name) Sewing machine

1.

Merchantability: Goods with quality and in such a condition that a man with ordinary prudence will accept
it with that of the description. Seller’s status may or may not be a manufacturer / producer.
Examples – Not Merchantable:
a.

Black velvet cloth damaged by white ants

b.

Horns supplied are scratched and damaged due to bad packing

Note: Non-Applicable, in the case of examination and known of defect by the buyer.
Example: X purchased 10 tins of pure ghee from Y. Y asked X to examine the purity of the ghee, which was
kept in sealed tins in his godown. X took the delivery of the goods. Later on, it was found that the ghee was
not pure. It was held that the seller Y was bound to take the goods back and repay the price to X if already
paid, because the purity of the ghee cannot be found out by mere examining the sealed tins.
2.

Usage of trade implied by customs
Example: Manufacturing of goods - In a readymade garment business, there is an implied condition by usage
of trade that the garments shall reasonably fit on the buyer

3.

Wholesomeness: In addition to merchantability,
applicable for eatables and provision
Example: X bought milk from Y which had germs of typhoid. X’s son took the milk and got infection and
consequently died. X could recover damages from Y.
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Types of Warranty
Express warranty
Implied warranty – presumed by law, unless expressly excluded
a.

Undisturbed possession –
The buyer can enjoy possession after transfer

b.

Freedom from encumbrances
(charge / right in favour of a third party)
Example: A pledges his car with C for ₹ 15,000 and then sells to B (good faith). Here, B shall either ask A
to close the loan or he himself shall close and file a suit on A for the recovery of the amount.

c.

Dangerous in nature

d. Quality / fitness by usage of trade (w.r.t trade mark)

Condition treated as Warranty (not vice-versa) –
No repudiation, only compensation
Voluntary circumstances:
An option | waiver – to reject the goods | shall recover damages
Example: A agrees to supply B 10 bags of first quality sugar @ ₹ 625 per bag but supplies only second quality
sugar of ₹ 600. Here A shall treat the condition (first quality of sugar) as warranty and can claim damages of ₹
25 per bag (₹ 625 – ₹ 600)
Compulsory circumstances: Non-severable sales | Accepted / parted the goods | Impossibility by law
Note:
Deemed acceptance –
Intimation of acceptance
Lapse of reasonable time (without intimation)
Other acts (Adoption – Sells / pledges / gifts / etc)

Caveat Emptor – Let the buyer be aware
Buyer

{CMA inter J07}
Seller

Duty to make proper selection |

Displays, not liable

Take care

for bad selection / loss

Cannot blame

Not supposed to know

the seller for wrong choice

the purpose

Duty to satisfy himself before buying

Not bound to disclose

Serves his purpose on his skill and judgment

the defects in the goods

Exceptions
1. Fitness as to quality or use:
Relying upon the seller’s skill / judgment
Example: VOVLO Bus Case
Case laws: Priest vs Last
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Question: G has bought 20 kgs of foodstuff against cash payment from N under a contract of sale. But half the
consignment is rotten and N is refusing to refund the money.
Answer: The quantity of foodstuff (20 kgs) indicates that these were bought for trade or business and not for
personal consumption. Hence G cannot take a plea of “implied condition of fitness”. The doctrine of ‘Caveat
Emptor’ would apply and G does not have a case.
{CMA inter D02, J12}
2. Sale under a patent or trade name:
reasonably fits for any particular purpose
Example: ‘A’, the buyer ordered a patent smoke consuming furnace by its Patent name for his brewery on ‘B’.
Furnace received was however found to be unsuitable for the purpose – An exception to Caveat Emptor.
[CMA INTER D12]
{CMA inter D12}
3. Goods sold by description
4. Merchantable quality
5. Goods sold by sample
6. Goods sold by description and sample
7. Usage of trade
(annexed for quality or fitness for a particular purpose)
8. Consent by fraud concealment
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2.3 TRANSFER OF OWNERSHIP AND
DELIVERY OF GOODS
Transfer of ownership of goods – passing of property:
Proprietary rights
Seller’s right for price
Time of passing is essential
Buyer suit of action - Refusal of delivery by the seller
The risk passes with the ownership (prima facie)
the owner has to suffer the loss
No recovery of possession by the receiver, if
Seller is insolvent and ownership is passed
Buyer is insolvent and ownership is still with seller

Transfer of ownership in different cases
1.

Sale of Specific goods: Transfer
At the time of making the contract
Condition:
Specific goods
in deliverable state
Unconditional performance
Immaterial:
Time of payment of the price
Time of delivery of the goods / both
Example: X goes into a shop, buys a TV and asks for home delivery. It is the X’s property, once shopkeeper
agrees.
At some other time
(if one of the above said conditions is not satisfied)


Not in deliverable state

Example: X sold to Y some quantity of oil lying in eastern. As per the terms of the contract, X was required
to fill the oil in drums and then the drums were to be taken away by Y, X filled some of the drums in Y
presence. Before the remainder could be filled, a fire broke out and the whole quantity of oil was destroyed.
It was held that the buyer must bear the loss of oil which was filled in drums, and the seller must bear the
loss of remaining unfilled drums.

{CMA inter J09}

Case Law: Rugg v. Minett


In deliverable state but to be weighed / measured / tested / some similar act by the seller to ascertain the

price
Example: A sold carpets to the company which were required to be laid. The carpet was delivered to the
company’s premises but was stolen before it could be laid. It was held that the carpet was not in deliverable
state as it was not laid, which was part of the contract and hence, the property had not passed to the buyer
company.
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2.

Sale of Unascertained / future goods:
Ascertain and appropriate (unconditional) to Transfer

Ascertainment
The process of identifying and setting apart of goods
An unilateral act - the seller alone ascertains
Passing of property – only after appropriation
Appropriation
Ascertainment ( conform to the quality and description) with the mutual consent of both the parties
A bilateral act (done by the seller): Separating (Buyer’s consent) | Putting in suitable receptacle |
Delivering the goods
Express / Implied
Consent - given before / after appropriation
Seller’s state: Bailee, if not delivered
Unconditional appropriation – Deliver to the buyer / agent / carrier
Example: X agreed to sell to Y the oil to be produced by him (ascertainment). The oil was filled by X into the
bottles supplied by Y. Here,
Passing of property - when the oil is filled into the bottles
Appropriation - Y giving his consent to X by supplying the bottles.
Deliverable state - oil is filled in Receptacle (Bottles)
Example: In a sale of 20 hogsheads of sugar out of a larger quantity, 4 were filled and taken away by the buyer.
The remaining 16 hogsheads were subsequently filled and the buyer was informed of the same. The buyer
promised to away but before he could do so, the goods were lost. – Here the property has passed to the buyer.
{CMA inter J12}

3.

Sale on approval on sale or return
Acceptance of goods – by intimation
Example: X, a shopkeeper delivered his watch to Y on approval on sale or return basis. Later on, Y informed
X that he had accepted the watch - the ownership is transferred to Y on his express approval.
Adoption of transaction - sells / pledges
Example: X delivered a car to Y on sale or return basis. Y pledged the car with Z - the ownership had
transferred to Y by pledging with Z, implying acceptance.
Points to Ponder: X has no right against Z, but price is recoverable from Y.
Failure to return the goods within the fixed / reasonable time without notice
Example: S Ltd agreed to sell a tractor to HC Municipality on the condition that if the latter was not satisfied,
it could reject it. The municipality used the tractor for a month and half and then wanted to reject – Here the
reasonable time is elapsed and hence the property has passed to the buyer and cannot reject it.
{CMA inter D04 & D09}

4.

Sale for cash only (payment) or return basis:
Expressive agreement | No Adoption of transaction
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Example: X delivered his jewellery to Y on “sale of cash only or return” basis. It was expressly provided in
the contract that the jewellery shall remain X property until the price is paid. Before the payment of the price,
Y pledged the jewellery with Z. It was held that at the time of pledge, the ownership was not transferred to
Y - invalid pledge and X could recover the jewellery from Z.

Right to disposal (seller’s reservation):
‘conditional’ appropriation
ownership rights parts only after fulfillment of conditions
Immaterial – Delivery of goods
Presumptions:
Deemed right - Prima facie: Bill of lading | Railway Receipt
Wrongful retaining: Bill of Exchange along with Bill of lading (security purpose) | Railway Receipt does not give
the buyer the right in the property.
Example:
A seller may deliver goods to a carrier with a right of disposal. Comment.

{CMA inter J12}

X agreed to sell goods to Y. One of the conditions of the contract of the sale was that the buyer must pay the
price before the delivery of the goods. In this case, by making the, delivery goods conditional upon the
payment of price, the seller has reserved his right of disposal. The ownership of the goods will not be
transferred to Y until the price is paid by him.

Risk follows ownership –
“Resperit demino - the loss falls on the owner” | Loss / damage
Immaterial – Delivery of goods
Example: A bids for an antique painting at a sale by auction. After the bid, when the auctioneer struck his hammer
to signify his acceptance of the bid, he hit the antique which gets damaged – Here the ownership has not passed
from the seller, hence seller has to borne the risk.
Exceptions
Agreement between the parties
Example: X sold some goods to Y to be delivered to him at his place. The agreement specifically provided
that during the transportation, the goods shall be the property of the seller but at the risk of the buyer. During
the transportation, the goods were destroyed by an accident [Hint: The buyer will suffer the loss of the goods
though the ownership of the goods with the seller.]
Default / delayed delivery, by that party
Example: X sold some quantity of apple juice to Y.Y did not take the delivery of the goods for long time. And
deteriorated due to this delayed delivery - the loss of deterioration should be suffered by Y.
{CMA inter D05}

Transfer of Title by Non-Owners:
No absolute ownership to the buyer
Protection to the true owner
Example: X stole a horse and delivered it to Y, an auctioneer, for the purpose of selling it. Y sold the horse to Z at
an auction - Z obtains no title to the horse as the seller has no title to it.
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{CMA inter D08 & D12}
Exceptions
Non-owner / owner by estoppel – The true owner intending the buyer to believe the seller by inducing some
actions or omissions.
Example: A said to buyer B in the presence of C that he (A) is the owner of the horse. But C remained silent
though the horse belonged to him. B bought the horse form A. Here the buyer B will get a valid title to the
horse even though the seller A had no title to the horse. In this case, C by his own conduct, is prevented from
denying A’s authority to sell the horse.
Mercantile agent – With the conditions that the agent
 is in possession / document of title with the consent of the owner
 sells goods in the ordinary course of business of a mercantile agent
 The buyer acts in good faith and no notice of the agent for no authority to sell
One of several joint owners – Sale from one of the joint owner in sole possession (with the permission of
other owners) of the goods and has no notice of authority to sell.
A person in possession under a voidable contract and not rescinded
The buyer buys the goods in good faith without notice of the seller’s defect of title
Points to ponder: Exception, if the goods are obtained under a void contract.
Example: X fraudulently obtains a diamond ring from Y. This contract is voidable at the option of Y. But
before the contract could be terminated, X sells the ring to Z, an innocent purchaser. Z gets the good title and
Y cannot recover the ring from Z even if the contract is subsequently set aside.
Seller in possession (document of title of goods) after sale – sells by himself / mercantile agent
The buyer buys the goods in good faith without notice of the previous sale
Example: During ICL matches, P buys a TV set from R. R agrees to deliver the same to P after some days. In
meanwhile, R sells the same to S, at a higher price, who buys in good faith and without knowledge of the
previous sale. S gets the good title.
Buyer in possession after sale - where a buyer sells / pledges / other act by himself / mercantile agent
The buyer acts in good faith without notice of any lien or other rights of the original sale.
Points to ponder: Not applicable. If the goods are held Hire-Purchase agreement
Unpaid seller – who has exercised his right of lien/ stoppage in transit resells.
Under other acts – The sale by the official assignee/ receiver / liquidator of companies |The finder of lost
goods |pawnee under certain conditional circumstances.
{CMA inter J02 & J11}

Delivery of goods
Voluntary (No unfair means) transfer of possession to the buyer
To the authorised person
Note:
Duty: Seller - to deliver (agreed terms) | Buyer – Accept and pay
Concurrent conditions (agreed terms): Payment of money and delivery of goods
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Types of Delivery
Delivery Type

Example

Actual / Physical Delivery
physical

possession

to

the

buyer

X sold and delivered 10 tins of oil to Y
or

his

Authorized agents
Symbolic Delivery
No physical possession

Giving the godown keys
Transfer of document of title of goods

Act – Indication | Symbol
Constructive delivery /

Bailee (of the seller) –

delivery by attornment

godown keeper / carrier /

Third person’s acknowledgement on behalf of

A warehouseman

the seller
{CMA inter J02}

Effective delivery of goods
Part delivery (without an intention to severe)
Buyer to apply for delivery: Delivery only payment is made, unless expressed
Place of delivery:
As specified in the contract,
else the place entered in the sale / Agreement to sell /
manufactured / produced.
(Reasonable)Time for delivery / tender to deliver
Goods in the possession of a third person (Constructive delivery) Effective only if the third person
acknowledges his hold on the goods. But this does not affect the transfer in title of goods.
Expenses borne by the seller till the deliverable state
Delivery of wrong quantity
(subject to usage of trade / special agreement / course of dealing)
 Short delivery: Delivery of less quantity:
Reject / Accept and pay at the contract rate
 Excess delivery:
Accept – Correct Quantity / whole Quantity (and pay)
Reject the whole
 Mixed delivery (different description):
Accept – Correct Quantity | Reject the whole
Delivery of goods by installments
Not a good delivery, unless agreed
(Deemed) Delivery to a carrier / wharfinger: Transmission
Example: X sold 100 bags of wheat to Y and delivered the same to railways for the purpose of transmission
to the buyer (Y). X also took the railway receipt in Y’s name and sent the same to him to enable him to take
the delivery of the wheat on it arrival at the destination. In this case, there is an effective delivery of wheat to
the buyer (Y).
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Deterioration of goods during transit – incidental losses would be borne by the buyer even if the seller sends
at his own risk.
Example: P sold to Q a certain quantity of iron rods in a proper vessel. The rods got rusted (minimal), but
didn’t loss its merchantability and the deterioration was not necessarily incidental to its transmission. It was
held that Q is not bound to reject the goods.
Examination of goods –
Buyer’s duty to examine |
Seller has to give reasonable opportunity for examination

Acceptance of Delivery
Buyer’s Intimation
Act of the buyer – like the buyer resells/uses/alter the goods.
Retention of goods by the buyer for a reasonable time without intimating the seller.

Miscellaneous
Intimation w.r.t. the rejection of goods alone is sufficient
No liability for the buyer to return the rejected goods
Acceptance of goods - Final assent of the buyer
Receiving of goods does not imply acceptance
Completion of contract: Buyer’s acceptance and payment for goods
Seller’s position:
Bailee on failure to take the goods | Charges will be paid
Buyer’s liability for negligence / refusing deliver:
Unwillingness to take the delivery after seller’s request, where he is liable for any loss and reasonable charge.

Practical Problems
Question: Mr. Bose settled the price after selecting two chairs. He arranges to take delivery of chairs next day
and agrees to pay next month. Said chairs were destroyed by fire before delivery. Seller demanded the price. Mr.
Bose refused. State legal position.
Answer: Mr. Bose should pay the price. The title of chairs was passed to Bose from the seller thus seller was
simply keeping the custody of the chairs on behalf of Bose. The seller is entitled to demand and receive the price
of chairs.

Question: P purchased from Q 5000 tins of canned fruit to be packed in cases, each containing 50 tins but Q
supplied cases containing 25 tins. Does P have right to reject the goods?
Answer: P is entitled to reject the goods because the goods were not packed according to the description.
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2.4 UNPAID SELLER
Unpaid seller – if
Not received / tendered the whole price
Dishonor of negotiable instruments
Example: X sold certain quantity of jute to Y for ₹10,000. Y paid ₹5,000 and failed to pay the balance.
Seller is not a bailee: as there is no specific purpose to deliver the possession
Not applicable: Loss of rights: waived to accept the payment
{CMA inter D01}

Rights of the unpaid seller
1. Right against the goods
Property –

Right of lien

passed to the buyer

Right of stoppage in transit
Right of resale

Property –

Right to withhold delivery

Not passed to the buyer

Right of lien
Right of stoppage in transit

2. Right against the buyer personally

Right against the goods
Property is passed to the buyer
(a) Right of lien (possessory lien) – Retain the possession of goods
Note:
1.

The right remains with unpaid seller –



Till the payment of price



In case of credit sales: terms of credit should be expired



Part Delivery: Right exists in the reminder of the goods, unless agreed to waive the right.



Applicable even before Deemed Possession
Deemed possession: Possession to agent / carrier / bailee of the buyer

2.

Termination (Loss) of lien



Delivered (Lawful possession)



Waiver of lien (like extending the period of credit)



Unconditional delivery of goods
(No right to disposal of goods)



By estoppel

Points to ponder: No loss of lien - if the seller has obtained a decree for the price of goods.
(b) Right of stoppage in transit:
stop further transit
Resume actual possession
notice to the carrier / bailee of the seller not to deliver.
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Conditions:
Unpaid seller
Seller parted the possession
Buyer – Insolvent
subject to provisions of the act
Until the buyer / agent / carrier / bailee of the buyer is in control of the possession
Note:


Re-delivery expenses borne by the seller



No rescission of contract, as the buyer shall make the payment and still ask for the delivery

Example: X, an agent of a buyer, had obtained goods from the Railway organization and loaded the goods
on his truck. In the meantime, the Railway organization received a notice from Y, a seller, for stopping goods
in transit as the buyer had become insolvent – The seller cannot resume possession.

Duration of Transit:
1.

Deemed possession – The goods are delivered to the carrier or bailee of the seller

2.

End of right – The buyer / agent obtains possession before their arrival at the appointed destination.

3.

Seller as Bailee for the buyer – The right ends even if the goods move from the appointed destinations

4.

Rejection of goods by the buyer – Deemed possession of goods by the seller even if the seller rejects

5.

Ship chartered by the buyer: (Depends) status of the ship - the master of the ship / carrier or agent of the
buyer

6.

Wrongful refusal to the buyer by the carrier / bailee of the seller– Transit is deemed to be at an end

7.

Part Delivery - Right exists in the reminder of the goods, unless agreed to waive the right

Example: R sells 200 bales of cloth to S and sends 150 bales by lorry and 50 bales by Railway. S receives delivery
of 150 bales sent by lorry, but before he receives the delivery of the bales sent by railway, he becomes bankrupt.
R being still unpaid, stops the goods sent by railways in transit. The official receiver, on S’s insolvency claims the
goods – here R shall execute the right of stoppage in transit for the reminder goods

Right of lien and stoppage in transit
Right of lien

Right of stoppage in transit

Retain possession

Regain possession

In possession of goods

Parted with the possession

Buyer – Solvent / Insolvent

Buyer – Insolvent

End of the right of lien is the starting point of stoppage in transit

Effect of sub-sale / pledge by the buyer - The rights are not lost unless the seller has assented to it.
Example: A sold certain goods to B of Mumbai and the goods are handed over to railways for transmission to B.
In the meantime, B sold these goods to C for consideration. B becomes insolvent. A can still exercise the stoppage
in transit.
Exceptions:
1.

Assent by the seller is given on Sale / Mortgage / other disposition
Case law: Mount D F Ltd vs Jay and Jay (Provisions) Co. Ltd

2.

Transfer of document of title to the seller, who in turn transfer to his buyer for consideration

Note:
Sale – the rights are defeated
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Pledge – the rights shall be exercised subject to the rights of the pledgee (The pledgee may be required to use
other goods or securities for first instance)
Principle: A second buyer cannot stand in a better position than his seller (first buyer)

(c) Right of resale –
Perishable in nature (without notice to the buyer)
By a notice to the buyer - Return the profit | Recover the loss
If the other rights are exercised – The buyer gets good title despite the fact that the notice has not been
given
Expressed, in default of payment – No notice required |Recover the damages
The property of the goods is not passed – Quasi-lien
Rights of an unpaid seller: Property is not passed to the buyer
Rights: to withhold delivery | lien | stoppage in transit
Against the buyer personally /
Seller’s remedy for breach of contract of sale
(a) Suit for the Price –
The buyer wrongly neglects
refuses to pay
property may be passed / not passed / not appropriated
(b) Suit for damages (as per Indian Contract): –
The buyer wrongly neglects / refuses to accept and pay
(c) Repudiation of contract before due (delivery) date
[Rule of “Anticipatory breach contract”] – sue for the damages
(d) Suit for interest –
Interest on the price from the date of delivery or
when the price is payable as per the specific agreement or
notified by the court.
{CMA Inter D06, D08, J09, D09, J10, J11, D11 & D12}

Buyer’s Remedy against the seller
Cases of Breach:
Non-delivery
Repudiating the contract
Delivering non-conforming goods (buyer rejects and revokes acceptance)
Remedies:
(a) Damages for non-delivery (as per Indian contract Act) –
wrongful neglect / refusal
(b) Suit for specific performance – Court | ascertained / specific goods
(c) Suit for breach of warranty – No rejection of goods, but shall claim damages / diminution or extinction of
price
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(d) Suit for anticipatory breach / Repudiation of contract before due (delivery) date – wait for the performance
/ claim damages / both
(e) Suit for interest / special damages (or the court may order)

Tax and Contract of Sale: Increase / Decrease of tax rates (any tax on purchase / sale) may be adjusted accordingly.
But the parties shall stipulate in the contract.

Auction:
A public sale where different intending buyers assemble and try to outbid each other.
Points to ponder


Bidders – Intending buyers | Price – Highest bid sum



Auctioneer - The agent of the owner of the goods (Law of agency)



Acceptance – Fall of hammer / any customary manner



The auctioneer need not disclose the fact that he is so selling



Auctioneer’s right:

{CMA Inter J10}

Accept the highest bid
Reject and accept a lower bid


Offer to buy – constituted by the highest bidder, to whom the goods are sold.

{CMA inter D01}

Revocation of a bid
In an auction sale a bid once given cannot be withdrawn. Do you agree?
Incorrect - Bidding is an offer to buy the goods in an auction sale which can be revoked or withdrawn before
accepted.

{CMA inter D12}

Special Terms
Knockout Agreements: A group of persons forming themselves into a combination to prevent competition
between them at an auction sale and arrange that only one of them will bid at the auction and that they will
dispose of anything purchased at the auction.
Points to ponder:
Illegal - only when the intention is to commit fraud against a third party.
Example: P sold a car by auction. It was knocked down to Q who was only allowed to take it away on giving
a cheque for the price and signing an agreement that owner should not pass until the cheque was cleared. In
the meanwhile till the cheque was cleared, Q sold the car to R. It was held that the property was passed on
the fall of the hammer and therefore R had a good tittle to the car. Both sale and sub sale are valid in favor Q
and R respectively
Reserve / Upset Price: The price fixed in case of sale by auction with a view to protect the seller’s interest
against too low price at auction.
Damping: An overact dissuading a person from bidding or from raising the price by pointing out the defects
in the goods | disturbing the buyer to estimate the proper price | scaring him away by some other device
Puffers/ white bonnets/ by-bidders/ decoy ducks: The persons used by the seller to make pretended bids to
raise the price.
Points to ponder: the sale is voidable at the option of the buyer.
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Example: At an auction sale, H made the highest bid for an article of Y. State the legal position in the following
cases:
Case I: If H withdrew the bid before the fall of hammer though he knew that one of the condition of the sale was
bid once made cannot be withdrawn’.
Case II: If H appointed two persons A and B, to bid on his behalf. The sale was notified subject to a right to bid.
Answer:
Case I: H’s bid was an offer to buy and he was entitled to withdraw his bid before the sale is completed as per
express provision of Section 64(2). [Payne v. Cave]
Case II: It amounts to fraud and sale is voidable at the option of the buyer because the seller could appoint only
one person to bid on his behalf. [Sec 64(3) and Sec 64(6)]. Here the intention of the seller was not to protect his
interest but to raise the price. [Thornett v Haines].

Rules
Each lot - separate contract of sale
Fall of hammer / customary manner – Sale gets completed
The right to bid may be reserved expressly by or on behalf of the seller by the seller or any other person on
his behalf. It is fraudulent if the right is not notified.
lf the right to bid by the seller is not reserved, it is not lawful for the auctioneer knowingly to take and bid
from the seller or from any other person on the seller’s behalf.
Notify - Reserve / upset price
The buyer has the right to avoid the sale, if the seller makes use of pretended bidding to raise the price.

Warranty is Implied
The authority to sell and receive the price
Unaware of any defect in the title of his principal
Undertakes/ Guarantees the possession of the goods against the price paid to him/ by the purchaser

Trading Contracts involving Rail or Sea Transit – Special cases w.r.t. Customs and merchants
FOB / FOR: Buyer’s Risk - once the seller boards the goods on ship (expenses borne by the seller) and notifies to
the buyer so that the buyer may insure them
CIF / CFI: Expenses = Boarding + Freight + Insurance | Buyer pays and takes delivery (transfer of documents, not
physical possession)

Ex-ship: Expenses = Till destination (Includes – Inland transit). The buyer is not bound to pay until the
goods are ready for unloading from the ship and all freight charges paid. The goods travel at the seller’s
risk, but he is not bound to insure them.
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